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1

RESEARCH PROBLEM AND significance OF THE STUDY

underlying nearly all our writing about music all our talking about it and teaching of
taken for granted assumption that music has very little to do with society or
it is the takenforgranted
this connection need not
alternatively that if
it is related somehow to society the nature ojthis
of
orthis
ifft
ifit
par
concern us very much and that it is
sivles skills and techniques
far more important to talk about styles
asfar
isfar

vhat
ahat we call
cali
cail the facts
and to keep to what

the orientations

we

are most used to and that therefore

ve are least conscious of
seem to us perfectly natural and obvious are invariably the ones we
ofaf
offf

19844.
christopher ballantine musicologist 19844
19844

music is an important yet relatively unnoticed part of the everyday world almost all of us
take for granted whether in the car watching television shopping at work or at home even waking
up in the morning or going to sleep at night and so forth music surrounds us soothes us disturbs
us and occasionally goes so far as to persuade us although music plays a significant role in many
areas of life its relationship to society is especially evident in the religious sphere therefore the
and what it means to the culture of a
religious sphere is an ideal place to examine what music does andwhat
religious organization mormonism is one such religious culture in which music plays an important
role

this study of music and mormon culture further analyzed by gender

is my contribution to the

cause of examining musics relationship to society

objective and personal background in my study 1I explore musics meaning
study objectiveand
LDS
within a mormon cultural context as reflected in a predictive model of musical preferences of
oflds
oflas

world view and identify
young adults in the course of my study 1I examine the mormon musical worldview
several relevant variables that should predict a preference for certain types of music within mormon
1I

abillity of these variables to predict preference for a given kind of music and
culture 1I then test the ability

find that the specified relationships between these variables are indeed significant in predicting
musical preference however one theoretically predicted relationship is not significant for men yet

significant for women 1I next test to see if these predictive variable
variables cross over or Ppredict
redict kinds of
q

music other than those theoretically postulated and find that some crossover paths do indeed exist 1I
furthermore find that some of these crossover paths as well as some other elements in the model are
s
sampie
gender effects finally 1I construct predictive models for the entire sample
as well as for men and
ample
ampie

women in the final chapter 1I relate my empirical findings to my theory and suggest a set of
questions for further research

mormon culture is an ideal setting for such a study because of its deeply rooted passion for
both religious music and commendable music of all genres music is not only an important part of

mormon culture but an integral element furthermore although a handful of other scholars have
analyzed music and mormonism in various degrees of depth to my knowledge the issue of gender
long member of the church of jesus christ
has never been incorporated into the analysis As a life
lifelong

of latterday
latter day saints popularly known as the mormon church or the LDS church and as a
sociologist interested in the relationship of music and other cultural media to everyday life 1I find this
question both intriguing and relevant 1I therefore write from the sociological perspective of a

mormon cultural insider whose beliefs and opinions have
been shaped in this social milieu
havebeen
sociologically speaking 1I see little ultimate difference between quantitative and qualitative research
methodology as can be inferred from chapter 2 and therefore prefer to incorporate the best of both
worlds rather than quibbling over which is more scientific andor meaningful and so forth 1I also
appreciate music of many different kinds from beethoven to bob marley an inclination that came

to me directly through my parents and from them through family tradition presumably in part
through my great great grandfather frederick weight one of many 19th century musically trained

british latterday
latter day saint converts As a sociologist 1I am at the same time committed to bracket or
set aside the question of the ultimate truth of mormonism itself therefore while 1I attempt to
analyze my subject objectively 1I admit as well that 1I cannot entirely escape my subjectivity

significance of the study As my literature review will demonstrate there presently exists
sufficient academic literature to justify a predictive relationship between musical preference and
world view although even a little more concrete and
concepts extrapolated from the mormon musical worldview
2

substantial literature would certainly be more than welcome

the literature of the sociology of music

while presently expanding with the growth of sociology of culture is relatively scarce and in the

process of development some quality work exists including some studies dealing with music and
religion although most ofthese
of these consider religion rather generically andor fail to advance concrete
theories explaining music s meaning and purpose within religious groups although more fully
developed musical research exists in such areas as the liberal arts psychology medicine and music
therapy most of this work focuses on aesthetic issues or how music relates to individual cognitive
emotive and psychoneuroimmunological processes rather than considering musics relationship to a
group or collectivity much less a given culture in addition very few of these studies involve or even
acknowledge religion or religious issues As previously mentioned there is also little strictly
academic material specifically dealing with music and mormonism and virtually nothing dealing
with gender and music therefore much more research in this area is necessary

for these reasons

this study seeks to illuminate the question of musics relationship to a

religious collectivity in doing so 1I seek to add a degree of depth to our knowledge of musics

relationship to religion identify points relevant to musics relationship to society as a whole and
growing volume of literature of the sociology of culture from a cultural
contribute to the growingvolume

perspective my study will not only yield an increased understanding of the influence of such cultural
objects
ob
acts
ects as music but will also enlarge the body of more accurate information concerning a

historically muchmisunderstood
much misunderstood socioreligious
socio religious community from a humanitarian perspective this
study joins in the efforts of numerous others to better understand the role of not only music but of all
cultural objects and media in the everyday processes of the social world as a whole

mormon culture and its origins in my study the term LDS denotes official theology

the adjective mormon

policy or formal organization of the LDS church

more generally refers to

social constructions based in group interactions which may or may not reflect the churchs actual
theology

14aa

geertz
mormon culture then is
1975 14
paraphrase
to
anthropologist
clifford
isto

context of meaning within which mormon social phenomena can be described and understood

mormon culture following the north american demographics of the
ithe LDS church is most prevalent
in utah and parts of california idaho arizona and nevada but exists to some degree wherever

members of the LDS church are found As the LDS church becomes increasingly internationalized

mormon culture is also developing in many other areas of the world although conceivably with
3

22 in this study 1I will restrict my discussion to north
regional differences knowlton 1994 220
22022

american mormon culture
in the spring of 1820 in western new york state joseph smith then an unschooled 14 year
old reported a remarkable religious experience according to an account smith wrote many years

20 he saw a vision in which jesus christ told
later pearl of great price joseph smith history 17
1720
him the true gospel and church of christ had been lost from the earth through subsequent

modem day prophet and required to do a
religious experiences smith was ostensibly called as a modemday
work for god ibid 33 with support of smiths family and a few friends this work culminated
in the 1829 publication ofthe
odthe
of the book of mormon

to LDS church members

this volume is a literal

scriptural supplement to the bible which clarifies the teachings of jesus christ accordingly the

mormons
Mormons a sobriquet most church
churchs skeptics and enemies were quick to label his adherents cormons
members have somewhat grudgingly accepted church members consider the designation

saints far more preferable

latter day

in this project 1I will use the terms interchangeably

in april 1830 after additional religious experiences smith formally organized the church

the church doctrine and organization developed over the ensuing years

eventually including twelve

apostles temples additional scripture and other distinguishing biblical characteristics of the true
church of christ mere weeks after the prophet joseph smith organized the church he received a
com pileaa hymnbook for the church slaughter
revelation from god that his wife emma was to compile
1964 49 hicks 1989 10

in part the revelation read

my

of the heart yea the song of the righteous is a prayer unto me
quoted in hicks 1989 10

ie gods

deligh teth in the song
soul delighteth

doctrine and covenants 2512 also

hymns remain an integral part of the churchs worship services today

hymn singing is only part of the musico cultural aspect of
ofmormonism
however hymnsinging
mormonism smith once
explained latterday
latter day saint belief with the following summary
or of good report or praiseworthy we seek after these things
13

if there be anything virtuous

lovely

pearl of great price articles of faith

the ideas that music can aspire to prayer and that mormons

should seek beauty in all things

help to understand latterday
latter day saint preference for uplifting and wholesome music

over the next few years the number of church members steadily grew thanks greatly to the
belief that god expected them to share the restored gospel with others missionaries were often
sent to other areas to do just that unfortunately new converts quickly encountered the
4

ries of prejudice and persecution in the churchs early years mormons frequently
unpleasantries
unpleasant

experienced oppressive acts ranging from mere jeers and catcalls to tovandalism
vandalism assault rape and
homicide consequently the church moved en masse several times between the years 183147
1831 47 to
escape persecution including locales such as kirtland ohio jackson county missouri various
settlements in northwest missouri adam ondi ahman

far west hauns mill et

al

and nauvoo

illinois joseph smith was ultimately assassinated in june 1844 in carthage illinois and despite
some dispute over the churchs leadership most latterday
latter day saints accepted apostle brigham young
as

well known
smiths prophetic successor under young the church made its furthest and most wellknown

modern
modem day utah in 1847 where the persecution was greatly abated and
modemday
move westward to modernday
ultimately ceased near the close of the 19th century

despite harassment however the church continued to grow during the early years of the
church missionaries were sent to canada great britain scotland and wales among other places

at that time

followed
mormonism Loll
owed a literal interpretation of the biblical doctrine of the gathering of

israel and since church members saw themselves as israel being gathered those who joined the
church were expected to travel to join the main body of the saints as soon as their circumstances
would allow so foreign converts emigrated to america As explained in the next chapter the

mormon convert immigrants especially those from britain and wales brought new musical
traditions abilities and perspectives to mormon culture

with the ideas in mormonisms early years that music can aspire to prayer and that
mormons should seek beauty music has today become an important part of collective and individual

mormon life today the music of mormon culture is typified by the worldfamous
world famous mormon
owned brigham young university BYU
churchowned
tabernacle choir and numerous musical groups at church
lot
al congregations have their own
local
and ricks college within mormon culture most LDS wards or loi

choirs consisting entirely of volunteer performers mormon culture features a vast number of

spontaneously organized musical performing groups and innumerable individuals who sing play a
musical instrument compose music andor appreciate a variety of musical genres numerous
composers write music for the church itself or for a burgeoning mormon musical market music is
without question an integral component of mormon culture

5

2 REVIEW OF

literature AND historical antecedents

music and cultural groups several scholars among them ethnomusicologists music
psychologists and social philosophers have considered the relationship of a given society to its
music although different scholars bring out different points a common theme is that music is both

musicologists alan P
of collective cultural meaning Edmo
ethnomusicologists
merriam radocy and boyle 1988 11 and ET gaston ibid 14 with music psychologists rudolf
a functional entity and a symbol

radocy and J david boyle ibid 269 discuss musics cultural role and identify several functions
of music within a group they agree that music communicates and reinforces social norms
symbolically encapsulates social meaning tends to validate social institutions and religious ritual
cues ritualistic behavior in religious services establishes a mood of reverence or ecstasy and

instructs the group in cultural beliefs and values ethnomusicologist alan lomax largely echoes
the joint activities of some human
these beliefs music expresses the shared feelings and molds thejoint
community

129 130
martin 1995 129130

ofcantometrics
lomaxs theory of
cantometiics

also suggests that sound

cwticular
encapsulates communal meaning or that the song style of a Pparticular
cuticular culture symbolically
i1selfencapsulates

represents its core elements musicologist peter martin interprets
44music
music

lomaxs views to mean that

is not a secondary or inconsequential aspect of culture but is a powerful and universal means

by which shared values and a sense of belonging are evoked in human beings

1311
ibid 13

en
several social philosophers also share the idea that music enraptures
encaptures
captures a form of cultural

meaning if not a cultural essence and that music can be a socializing entity georg simmel in

particular saw music as a complement to speech that also socialized its listeners

through the

process of socialization individuals become familiarized with the approved pattern of musical
expression of their groups

music must be viewed as an intimate part of social reality it is

socially conditioned and conditions the social groups involved in it

implicated in the meaning of society

honigsheim 1989
198955

the meaning of music is

for wilhelm dilthey music embodied

the essence of the nation or culture from which it emanated consequently to understand a nation
and by extension a group of people one must analyze its music ibid 13

max weber who like

lomax developed a theory of what musical sound indicates about a given society in rational and
social foundations ofmusic
of music seems not to have viewed music as an intrinsic nexus of all cultural
essence and meaning but like the others saw music as a consequence of particular social
emanations

or reflections of a culture in a particular place and time ibid 14 martin 1995 17
6

in all fairness to weber however the study cited was published both posthumously and in
unfinished form honigsheim 1989 14

A particularly intriguing question is how weber might

have integrated music into his action theory and related it to the notion of verstegen
ver
stehen weber states
verstehen

verstehen
verstehen attached to it by the
action is social insofar as by virtue of the subjective meaning ie verstegen
oli
of others and is thereby oriented in
acting individual or individuals it takes account of the behavior 017

its course

quoted in wallace and wolf 1995 184 emphasis in original

given the fact that others

have concluded that music is a means of orienting the social action of a group and that
culture certainly a verstegen
understanding music is important to understanding a culturecertainly
verstehen
verstehen approach if ever
level weber might well have concurred
one existed albeit on a collective rather than an individual levelweber

with the others had he been able to complete his study in any case anthropologist clifford geertz

verstehen
borrowing heavily from weberian theory
does combine a similar verstegen
ver stehen perspective with cultural
theorydoes
ob
objects
ects for example 1983 57
j acts
5788 1975 5 music being a collective form of such objects

There
fora
fore whether we extrapolate from weber geertz or both another source bolsters the
therefore

supposition that music both enraptures
en
encaptures
captures and transmits information about a given culture

discursus
disc ursis although the notion of cultural essence is both nebulous and
theoretical discursis

somewhat erroneous as social theorist craig calhoun points out the concept of social essentialism
1981
198 it can be postulated based on
ignores variation among individuals among other flaws 1995 1981it

the discussion above that ait groups music does reference its system of thought belief expression
geertz9 semiotic perspective 1975 5
14 we can
values norms mores and so forth following geertz
514
conceptualize culture as a context of meaning which explains social phenomena

consequently a

tic cultural context in
semiotic
groups music simultaneously reflects and expresses the groups sernio

mormon culture

therefore mormon social phenomena such as music can be described and

understood in terms of their cultural context however as entire books could be and have been
tic cultural context alone 1I use the term collective meaning to designate its
semiotic
written on the sernio

identifiable and specific forms consequently collective meaning refers to the specific components

of meaning referring to mormon cultures view of music itself
cultural objects are
alre shared significance embodied in form
aire

griswold 1994

11

or

symbols made or identified by human beings within a cultural context and entered into public

7

discourse ibid 14

they are not separate from the

culture or its collective meaning but instead integral to it griswold compares the specification of a
cultural object to the study of a marsh

to study the marsh

water climate and forms of plant and animal life

one must examine such entities as soil

context and by extension
the social contextand

meaning represents the marsh while its identifiable components are the objects ibid
meaningrepresents

collective
12

similarly geertz mentions the analogy of a baseball game in which to understand the role and
purpose of such objects as a bat inning and squeeze
play one must understand the underlying semiotic

T

USTRA ejon
ILLUSTRATION
TION 1Iithe
eheTHE CULTURAL
DIAMOND

context in which all these entities have meaning 1983
69

social context
aning
collective rne
meaning
rneaning

As we see from the accompanying illustration
adapted from griswolds original diagram the object is
tic cultural context its
connected with its sernio
semiotic
serniotic

receiver
audience

creator

listener audience
creative entity and its listeneraudience
creatorcreative
creator
furthermore all four entities are interconnected

the

diagram is not in and of itself a cultural theory or a
cultural object

cause and effect model but merely indicative of an
causeandeffect

gris
Grie
wolds
griwold
grinold
woid
wold
Gri
adapted
iaptod from griewolds

15
illus
lilus biton
illushiton
text illutrtion
illutation
hiton 1 I1994 IS

interconnected relationship between all four entities
and explicative of the theory that such objects are part

of a larger system griswold 1994

15

although 1I will not explore the facet dealing with a creator

of cultural objects 1I will focus on music equivalent to the cultural object at least for the purposes of
this study collective meaning of music and mormonism the social context and the respondent
who reports a given set of musical preferences the recipient

collective meaning signifies the fact that people give meaning to cultural objects which are
entered into public discourse and reflect and communicate meaning to others griswold 1994 14

geertz 1975 17 it does not mean that individuals and cultures are merely passive puppets of the
vagaries of powerful forces inherent within and unleashed by cultural objects instead the

bracketed and
qualifiedto
communicated meaning is evaluated qualified
to some degree accepted rejected or bracketedand
Husserl Habermas
then acted upon based on previously formed schemas of interpretation akin to the husserlhabermas
lifeworld wallace and wolf 1995 123
conception oflifeworld
of
12344
lifeworld
8

in short the object communicates meaning

to the recipient who in turn interprets this meaning and takes action according to his or her

previously established interpretive schema interpretive schema in the case of a group of people
may also be informed by the groups collective meaning consequently collective meaning and

dissonance
interpretive schema co
exist in various states of resonance or disson
mce
coexist
ace in the case of a group of
ization
tion it is assumed that
individuals with a common belief system such as a religious organization
organ iZa
collective meaning is more resonant than dissonant with individual interpretive schema in terms of
this study 1I presume from this theory that selfreported
self reported musical preferences reflect individual
schema which in turn have been informed by the collective meaning of mormon culture

we may also view the cultural object as a focal point which helps strengthen the feeling of
collectivity collective meaning is group
specific and would therefore tend to promote group
groupspecific
mentality

to use social theorist zygmunt baumans formulation

the sharing of the cultural object

feeling59 1990 40
contributes to the mental and moral proximity that fosters fellow feeling

the group

also establishes a boundary between themselves and those who are not part of the group defining
themselves as us and those outside the group as them
particularly in recent years

ibid 441F

latter day saints
to latterday

our music has come to mean something different than their music as

we shall see as we examine the collective meaning of music in mormon culture

world view of music to latterday
latter day saints
the mormon worldview

then musicparticularly
music particularly

music is thought to have the capacity to aspire to prayer other music may be viewed as
religious musicis
simply entertainment or a pleasurable pastime yet if such music uplifts the human soul and is
beauti full following the principle of seeking after that which is virtuous lovely or of good report or
beautiful
praiseworthy

it is well worth participating in whether listening performing or composing

world view LDS music professor jay
describing the social implications of the mormon musical worldview

slaughter states

mormons
cormons
Mormons must espouse good music recognizing that the great masters have been

inspired of god they should be diligent in learning to distinguish between the good and bad in
music as well as in other areas

latterday
latter day saints should strive to improve their performance of

music that it may be lovely or of good report or praiseworthy

however as in baumans
bauman

9

notion of boundaries 1990 41

characterized by a sense of tension with the everyday world

1964 44

latterday
latter day saint theology is

latterday
latter day saints live in the temporal

world yet they expect themselves to follow a set of normative spiritual standards
9

this

sacred
secular tension often expressed as being in the world but not odthe
sacredsecular
othe world

also applies to

music which mormons view as an entity that can be used for good or evil purposes

this view is not

centuries
exactly revolutionary thomas aquinas expressed the conviction many centuries
vries
urles before mormonism

that the music profession was inherently acceptable but music itself could be used for good or evil
8 1 and much of christianity seems to hold similar views
purposes dasilva blasi and dees 1984 81

on music

to the mormon point of view

then music can be used to worship or to mock god

cormons
conc emed many mormons
Mormons which
accordingly the possibility ofevil
of evil intentioned
intentione
intentionsd music has long concerned
concern has some interesting modem implications related to musical preference

how strongly the religious groups collective meaning resonates with an individuals
interpretive schema is roughly indexed by religious habits and attitudes or religiosity therefore
religiosity is an essential consideration in this study and would almost certainly predict preference
preference distaste for music seen as
for religious music conversely religiosity should also predict pref6rencedistaste
preferencedistaste

worldview although we will develop these points later on
evil andor objectionable in the mormon worldview

we now consider another important aspect of music and mormonism religious experience
world view
music and religious experience As previously mentioned in the mormon worldview
religious experience can sometimes be spectacular yet most often takes the form of subtle quiet

religious experience literature
in the language of religiousexperience

impressions within the individual wilson 1995

such experiences are characterized by the sense of an encounter with a greater reality exterior to
onei
oneos self and a conviction that this greater reality is not only entirely real but even more real than
ones

the mundane world james 1979 52 otto 1969

8830
30

1979 34
43 although much of this
berger 1974
3443

day saints express the
literature does not explore more subtle variations of such experiences latter
latterday
and in mormon culture much more prevalentforms
prevalent forms of religious experience in terms
more subtle
subtleand

such as a witness of the spirit

testimony

spiritual knowledge

outpouring of the spirit

the bosom etc reserving terms such as vision
world

being caught up in the spirit

enlightenment

burning in

visit from the spirit

and ministering of angels to describe more dramatic but

experience phenomena
low designates religious
religiousexperience
maslow
rare forms of religious experience abraham mas

peak experiences and credits them with lending religion its vitality since they convert individuals
and give them ongoing experience with the religion with which they identify 1964 20

this point

is significant to mormon culture because not only do latterday
latter day saints value such experiences but

because music apparently helps to provide them weight 1996
10

furthermore the notion that religious music not only can but occasionally should evoke a
spiritual response from its listeners is a generally implicit but nonetheless real theme in mormon
cultural tradition several sources written from such a perspective although approaching it from
slightly different angles illuminate this point karen davidsons

our latterday
latter day hymns 1988

8 9 and darwin wolfords song odthe
1989
brigh
teous
righteous
lavonne van ordens
leous
of the righ
ordens blessed by the hymns 19
1995 van ordens newsletter available to church musicians and other interested parties staff

notes also frequently expresses this theme in addition two LDS composers mormon pop

lex de azevedo and BYU music professor merrill J bradshaw discuss religious
experience as a desirable outcome of music de azevedos approach is more evangelical his explicit
composer

musical intentions are combating satans perceived influence and converting others to mormonism
artisan like he notes that the composers task is to inspire
Brad
bradshaws
shaws however is more artisanlike
you the composer must capture the
his or her audience with insights into eternal things
1982 27

hidden fire so vividly that the lethargy of the audience is overcome and they feel the motions of the

spirit in spite of themselves

undated 6

mormon sociologist lawrence A young explores the connection between symbols and
religious experience
er

he discusses the importance of spiritual experience to religion stating that

ernonrational
nonrational religious experience exists at the core

is vital to the growth and survival

of all religions and affirms that such experience

of religious organizations 1997 136

consequently the

religious organization symbolizes its core experiences in a cultural object such as a story song

chant scriptural text and so forth

this creates a symbolic

allusion to the original religious

experience or as young designates it a structured pathway

which ideally provides a context in

which the individual can have the core religious experience ibid

to relate these concepts to the

collective meaning theory the structured pathway concept gives an even deeper dimension of

geertz9 and griswolds formulations cultural
meaning to the cultural object above and beyond geertz
objects may acquire an aspect of the sacred as well as the merely cultural and may play the same role
in the transmission of spiritual experience that they do in the communication of collective meaning

yet thomas odea warns that caution is in order regarding structured pathways music is not the
religious experience itself but a symbolic expression of that experience

odeas symbolic paradox

79 warns us that some symbols better enrapture
1961 277
en
encapture
27779
capture and transmit religious experience than
do others with the resulting effect that some symbolic expressions can actually inhibit rather than

communicate religious experience
11

in summary spiritual or religious experience is an important part of music in mainstream
mormon tradition since music can become a structured pathway to religious experience

the

religious experience that comes through music can be expected to play an important role in the

vitality of the church consequently it is evident that religious experience is an important variable to
diss
discussing
take into account when dils
bussing religious music of the mormon culture
cussing

mormon musical history two reasonably reliable sources outline the musical history of
mormon culture BYU music professor michael hicks 1989 hookmormomsm
and music and
book mormonism andmusic
andrusic
music history at indiana
ricks college music professor jay slaughters 1964 doctoral dissertation in musichistory

university zhe
and lipe
ana
the role ofmusic
angline
of music in the mormon church school ang
life hicks explores a vast
territory demonstrating the historical latterday
latter day saint emphasis on both religious music and other
genres viewed as wholesome and beautiful including classical band dance entertainment and most
hickso
recently mormon pop hicks9
hicks history however has one major flaw it downplays when it does not
neglect entirely the past and present relationship of spiritual experience to LDS religious music

however spiritual experience is actually an important component of religious music in mormon
culture as stated elsewhere and as this study shall demonstrate

slaughters work is much older than hicks and so is lacking in current information
however he does adequately discuss the conventional connection between spiritual experience and
dac
music in mormon cultural tradition typical of this perspective is oae
the narrative involving the march

1836 kirtland ohio temple dedication where according to mormon tradition those participating
in the dedication ceremony sang a hymn today known as

the spirit of god like a fire is burning

hymns 2 in response to this hymn and to the ceremony a dramatic spiritual manifestation took
place in which many participants saw angels heavenly visions pentecostal cloven tongues of fire
and other divine manifestations 1964 37 see also history of the church 2240

it is unclear from

the history whether or not the spiritual manifestation was an outcome of the hymn itself or of the
ceremony however in mormon tradition many other religious experiences have reportedly
occurred in connection with music to give only one example slaughter cites the manti utah temple
dedication in which participants reported hearing an unseen heavenly choir singing 1964 3388

in

any case a part of mormon oral tradition ascribes the religious experience directly to the hymn

the

spirit of god which is still sung today as a part of the latterday
latter day saint temple dedication ceremony
in actuality few mormon spiritual experiences certainly including those with music are this
12

dramatic or spectacular much mormon religious experience comes in the form of subtle yet powerful
feelings thoughts or impressions that are perceived and interpreted as real and important wilson
1995 weight 1996

religious music As observed by musical sociologists fabio dasilva anthony blasi and
david dees organized religion can be a wellspring of musical production 1984 8811

ever since the

1830 revelation to emma smith the church has actively promoted the production of liturgical music

historically hymn composers have ranged from numerous private individuals to an occasional
church general authority many hymns have also been borrowed from mainstream christian
re
tradition and readapted
adapted to reflect LDS doctrinal belief hicks 1989 20

the first church hymnbook

was published in kirtland in 1835 under the joint direction of emma smith and early

latterday
latter day

saint convert william wines phelps followed by an 1840 edition published in nauvoo and an 1841
1 slaughter 1964 49
3
31
edition published in manchester england hicks 1989 20
50
56
2031
4950
5056
495056
203

As

converts particularly those from great britain and wales
mentioned previously the european convertsparticularly

the american converts had
contributed a rich musical tradition to the fledgling church many of
odthe
ofthe
neither had the formative musical training nor the opportunity given the persecution to develop
41
their musical abilities hicks 1989 41

so in a period of relative stability in nauvoo from 1839
44 music became much more
183944
im
octant in the lives
important
p ortant

of church members the church womens organization the relief society
I1

formed their own choir in 1842 and in 1843 independent musical compositions and performers were

44
springing up nearly everywhere in nauvoo hicks 1989 41
4144

after smiths assassination in

1844 young continued to foster the production of religious music hicks 1989 46 slaughter 1964
72
74
7274

one of todays signature LDS church hymns come come ye saints

hymns 30 was

written by british convert william clayton during the iowa segment
segme
seame nit of the 1847 trek across the
plains and was explicitly intended to boost the flagging morale of the saints typically of the

mormon world
view of music clayton later testified that the hymn was composed under the
worldview
inspiration of god slaughter 1964 75 see also romney 1996

once established in utah the church hired and paid professional musicians for a time to
teach music to the latterday
latter day saints under church president heber J grant in 1920 however a
church music committee was instituted to oversee the production of church music to evaluate
13

and publish official church hymnals and musical texts for church auxiliary
compile
compositions to compileand
compileand

organizations such as the childrens primary and to make recommendations on proper performance
128 9 slaughter 1964 207
of church music among other duties hicks 1989 1289
20788

the church music

committee oversees the production of religious music in the church today decisions regarding music

on the local level are routinely left to an individual or group of individuals specifically designated for

that purpose although general decisions of practice and style are made by the church committee

uplifting music mormon culture following smiths injunction to seek beauty has
sponsored far more than merely the production of exclusively religious music in fact mormon
culture has fostered artistic and entertaining music of many kinds classical music certainly enjoys a

presence in mormon culture and the mormon repertoire also includes a great many other musical
styles and tastes when expanded into other countries and cultures regional mormon culture tends

to incorporate the best of local musical styles and genres as well although a degree of conflict
occasionally arises over attempts to incorporate native music into actual LDS worship services

hicks 1989 221
22122

although individuals greatly vary in musical tastes training motivation to

music related areas for mormon culture as a whole musical training and
study music and other musicrelated

established tradition
wellestablished
involvement with music iis a well

As such we should expect to find that

sea
musical involvement plays an important role in predicting music sew
seenn as uplifting

the mormon preoccupation with aesthetically pleasing music can be traced back at least to
january 1836 and the kirtland singing school instituted by joseph smith in preparation for the
temple dedication the choir was instructed in performance methods drawing upon various pieces of
music as well as church hhymns
ymns
hymns for instruction hicks 1989 39 slaughter 1964 50

later in

nauvoo smith established church
churchsponsored
sponsored military and brass bands and built a music hall hicks
1989 56
5699 slaughter 1964 62

slaughter conceptualizes brigham youngs tenure as church

leader as a sort of mormon musical golden age several music halls were built in 1849 the choir

that would eventually become the mormon tabernacle choir was instituted along with many other
local choruses a portion of the churchs sunday school meeting tinae
time was devoted to musical
8 95
practice and the church sponsored an annual music festival called the jubilee 1964 888
9895
8895
895

brass

bands were also quite prevalent throughout late 19th
l9th century mormon culture as hicks notes 1989
lath
64

consequently it becomes obvious that music of many kinds was clearly an important part of

early mormon life
14

obviously the church also ensured the presence and quality of music departments at church
owned universities As already mentioned immigrant converts contributed a great deal to mormon

musical culture prominent among these were the scottish instructor david calder the british group
including music critic john tullidge composer

CJ thomas and composer george careless and the

106
preeminent welsh mormon musical giant evan stephens hicks 1989 91
91106

day saint classical composers such as

over
time latter
overtime

CJ thomas cecil gates evan stephens tracy cannon

crawford gates and merrill bradshaw have all produced acclaimed classical works incorporating
mormon
specific themes yet to top them all composer leroy robertsons 1947 composition
mormonspecific

trilogy won a prestigious prize offered by philanthropist henry reichhold over works written by
well known american composers such as william schuman samuel barber and aaron
more wellknown
81
copland hicks 1989 178 slaughter 1964 3381

modern concerns over objectionable music interestingly in the early 20s some
mormons criticized jazz as an incorrect if not outright evil medium of music although it appears
protestors9 concerns were aesthetically rather than morally founded
that many protestors

however LDS

leaders paid closer attention to jazzs suggestive dance movements than to the music itself hicks
1989 191
19144

similarly the early 50s emergence of rock

V roll

cormons
disturbed some mormons
Mormons as

well as other religious conservatives but LDS leaders again paid more attention to the new dances
196 7
than the music hicks 1989 1967

ohe
60s and early
ole late gos
the
die
however during the social turmoil of dle

70s LDS leaders saw danger in the rock music accompanying the civil chaos much of which was
perceived as not only loud and brash but as advocating implicit and even explicit satanic themes

on october 51
1973 church apostle boyd K packer speaking to the church at large unequivocally
51973
condemned hard rock he stated that such music was not only repellent to the spirit of god

9

but

invited evil thoughts to enter the mind thereby subverting and ultimately destroying individual and
collective spirituality therefore packer urged latterday
latter day saints to avoid all such music and to
20 1
immediately discard any they currently owned packer 1974 hicks 1989 201

hicks records that in response to packers speech BYU canceled an upcoming three dog

night concert the church music committee produced a filmstrip based on the speech to show to

latterday
latter day saint youth groups

and at least some individual mormons decided to avoid hard rock

speech with the support of the filmstrip worthy music worthy
the speechwith
thoughts99
day
thoughts reinforced collective spiritual concerns with music in the minds of many latter
latterday
music 1989 201
99

15

saints many had already been concerned about the moral implications of hard rock and similar
music and the commentary from church leaders simply confirmed their suspicions

latter day
the latterday

saint cultural tension between sacred and secular intensified regarding music dasilva et al
discussing a period in the early days of christianity when a period of initial tension between music
and religion was followed by a heightened tension between sacred and secular comment

in general

then it can be said that organized religion has sometimes hindered musical institutionalization and at
other times been its agent

dasilva blasi and dees 1984

81
81

rock particularly the subgenres
sub genres known as heavy metal and acid
consequently hard rockparticularly
have become somewhat stigmatized in mormon culture many latterday
latter day saint parents disapprove

of it many LDS young people scrupulously avoid it while others of course listen to it anyway a
legion of latterday
latter day saint commentators christianson 1984 de azevedo 1982 for example warn

day saint composers scrupulously avoid writing music that sounds like
latterday
of its dangers and latter

hard rock with the notable exceptions of brief selections in mormon pop music to connote sin or
worldliness just as the LDS church has encouraged other musical forms it has tacitly if not
explicitly hindered the production of hard rock music in mormon culture

however some LDS musicians noting soft rocks popularity and tacit acceptability decided
profitablybe be set to religiously benign popular music hicks 1989
properly or profitably
sacred lyrics could properlyor

202
20233

in 1974 de azevedo and LDS playwright doug stewart produced the mormon musical play

saturdays warrior its themes of angst romance and comic relief combined with an explicit pro
life stance strongly resonated with mid POs young adult mormon audiences resulting in high ticket

demand and occasional religious experiences de azevedo 1982 23 hicks 1989 202

other

mormon composers quickly followed suit with works similar in intent if not in style and mormon
pop compositions soon sprang forth by the dozens and have continued to the present day

it should also be noted that mormon culture remains profoundly ambivalent about this
genre

within an
emotionsswithin
weigerfs
weigerts
gerts discussion of contradictory emotionswithin
emotion
by ambivalence 1I refer to Wei

individual or collectivity 1991 22 consequently

latterday
latter day saints

are rather divided as to what

they like and dislike in the mormon pop genre LDS leadership perceived jesus christ superstar as
mormonsin in line with another packer thought that
irreverent hicks 1989 200 consequently many mormons

a sacred theme combined with an inappropriate art form is not inspired by
16

god packer 1976

christianson 1984 36
worry about following suit with similar music on the other side of the
36worry
spectrum critics such as michael hicks himself see mormon pop as stylistically flawed spiritually
manipulative and sentimentally superficial and thus devoid of any true and lasting spiritual value
1985

mormon cultural ambivalence towards mormon pop therefore results from both aesthetic

and theological concerns

from the discussion above we note that as briefly mentioned involvement in the production
crafted and uplifting such as
wellcrafted
of music should predict a preference for music perceived as well
classical and related genres

we also note that the latterday
latter day saint concern over musics perceived

effect on spirituality should predict a distaste for hard rock music and other types seen as morally

repugnant or objectionable

1I

use the term in quotes to reflectthe
reflect the social fact that mormons view

such music in this way yet to admit that others may see this music differently

given the fact that

world view considers music potentially evil as well as good 1I postulate that religiosity
the mormon worldview
will also predict a distaste for music perceived as objectionable in mormon culture

gender my theory indicates no reason to believe that semiotic cultural contextual theory
the role of cultural objects collective meaning and so forth will differ significantly by gender

however an analysis of the gender literature does demonstrate the importance of accounting for
gender similarities and differences gender theorists barrie thome
thorne candace west and sarah

fenstermaker note that gender is more of a social construction thanan
than an inherent characteristic of
individuals an individual may
imay be biologically male or female but one leams how to do gender
lmay

thus the inherent difference between men and women is not the ultimate question but rather the
similarities and differences in how men and women do gender following
learned scripts of gender
allowing
fllowing
0

behavior thome 1993 west and fenstermaker 1993

LDS sociologist marie cornwall points out

that these differences in how men and women do gender exist in mormon culture as well for
instance priesthood for men is equated with motherhood for women 1994
244
1994244

however in

discussions related to this study cornwall has also noted that music may actually be a mormon
cultural sphere in which women have an equal
not potentially greateropportunity
ihnot
greater opportunity to maximize
if
ifnot
equalif
bulf
illment than men
fulfwillment
their abilities and find fulfillment

this possibility certainly exists latterday
latter day saint women such as emma smith and eliza
roxey snow an early mormon poetess and author of several hymns the most prominent of which is
17

0 my father
65

hymns 292 certainly contributed to mormon musical culture hicks 1989 56
5677

president prophet gordon B hinckley have both encouraged
LDS leaders such as the current presidentprophet

latterday
latter day saint mothers with young children to forego employment outside of the home hinckley
19195a
1995 and to develop their talents skills and abilities hinckley 1995a
19195a musical training could

presumably be one such avenue for mormon women to do both in mormon culture there is no
gender based restriction on musical participation in addition women as well as men serve
explicit genderbased
on the church music committee many mormon women are musically skilled women lead the music

piano organ in local congregations perhaps even more than men do and women play an
or play the pianoorgan
active role in the mormon musical scene today whether as composers or performers these facts

support the notion that women certainly have a niche in mormon musical culture

furthermore while church musical entities

ie

choirs committees individual musicians

and so forth ultimately report to a male priesthood leader they are relatively distanced from the

organizational structure this state of detachment allows a greater degree of freedom spontaneity
and creativity than in many
muy other segments of the LDS church organizational structure

this

detachment also fosters an atmosphere hospitable to female religious behavior elizabeth weiss
lozorak 1996 identifies several religious needs particular to women interpersonal orientation
ozorak
intuitive understanding contextual application of religious principles caring for others and

visualization of a god that guides ones life these needs can be met in mormon musical venues

for example women may there develop interpersonal connections explore their emotions vary
to exhibit caring
musicto
musical expression so that the meaning changes to fit the circumstance use music

lozorak also identifies some
and through religious experience feel that god guides their lives ozorak

masculine needs that allow us to begin to see that males and females experience religion somewhat
differently individual orientation rational understanding absolute application of religious principles

regulation of others and visualization of a god who controls ones life so males may see music as a
way to develop ones talents and understand how to make good music fill an important need in the
church teach

gods commandments

ed lehman
scholars

ie

and fulfill ones destiny

1993 discusses some key malefemale
maximalise
male female differences as defined by maximalist

those who believe in the greatest degree of difference between males and females

lehman in a study of male and female religious leadership styles tested a set of postulated
differences between men and women however the only significant differences lehman found were
18

that males were more willing to coerce than were females females desired to empower others while
males often sought power for themselves women were cognitively more intuitive and holistic while
ten d d to compartmentalize and that women were ethically more caring and
men were logical and tended
teleological
ideological while men were regulative and ontological other differences were nonexistent
non existent or

statistically insignificant lehman concluded that there are commonalities as well as differences
between male and female religious leadership styles

other studies also indicate differences in how men and women experience religion lynn

grids analysis 1993 of conversion experiences to orthodox judaism reveal
davidman and arthur griels
male female differences in the conversion process and in ongoing relationships with their religion

men identified and found ifulfilment
fulfillment
fulfilment in the public and theological aspects of the religion while
women focused more on experiences in their homes penny

goldscase
golds
case
casc study
Gold scase

1993 of the

interaction between a group of priests and nuns while arranging for the construction of a new
gender differential patterns emerged including female deferment to
monastery shows that several genderdifferential
males especially in matters of finance and management male selectivity in helping behavior and a

massive communication breakdown due to male unwillingness to disclose vulnerability RD smith
1990 notes that men and women conceptualize gender identity religiosity and sex
role
sexrole

traditionalism much differently he found no direct connection between gender identity and
religiosity among his female respondents but their religiosity did predict acceptance of traditional

gender roles for his male respondents religiosity was linked to gender traditionalism but unlike
women to gender identity as well

As per

smiths measurements religious male respondents

religious counterparts
nonreligious
were more psychologically female than their non

general
cle
neral social surveys that
cornwall finds in a 1989 analysis drawn from the NORC Cie
women tend to exhibit higher levels of religious behavior than men she theorizes that part of this
gender based societal expectations andor religious socialization which
difference may be due to genderbased
may impact women differently than men

religious group association is also important women are
religiousgroup

also more likely than men to affiliate with religious groups and to remain committed to them if they
develop friendship associations with other group members and if their spouse is a member of the
same religious group social factors such as marital status age education and labor force

participation also seem to impact the gender differential in religiosity cornwall also notes that
cycle factors and that during the child
bearing
lifecycle
childbearing
religiosity for both men and women is related to life
19

and childrearing
child rearing years men and women alike tend to exhibit more religious behavior than at other

times of their lives indeed male and female religiosity begins to converge As men and women grow

gender based religiosity differential will
older the theory suggests the further possibility that the genderbased
eventually disappear based on these studies we can expect gender differences to emerge in

patterns of latterday
latter day saint female and male musical preferences as well although we must be on
the alert for similarities as well

concepts definitions and hypotheses several conceptual factors presumably predictive
world view of music
of mormon musical preference emerge from this discussion of the mormon worldview
from which hypotheses can be advanced

1I

multi dimensional entity reflecting how strongly ones
religiosity this is defined as a multidimensional

lifeworld resonates with a religious belief system as well as an index of involvement in
religious lifeworld

mormon culture 1I will incorporate selfmotivated
self motivated behavior reflecting both public and private
dimensions of religiosity into my definition As previously explained the degree of religious activity
in the LDS church roughly indexes

ones involvement in mormon culture as well

1I

therefore

hypothesize that religiosity will predict preference for religious and objectionable types of music

2

mth music this concept is defined as a given individuals perceived
spiritual experience with

religious experience in conjunction with musical activity measured by selfreported
self reported frequency as
well as by the setting in which the experience occurs

ie

singing in choir or listening to music

given the fact that mormons view spiritual experience as an important component of religious
music 1I hypothesize that such experiences will also predict preference for religious music

3

musical involvement this is defined as how involved an individual is in the performance

and production of music of any kind both within and without mormon culture as well as his or her
level of musical training with the mormon partiality to wholesome music 1I hypothesize that ones

occupation with the production of uplifting music will predict preference for aesthetic genres

4

spiritual concerns with music this is defined as how much an individual believes music of

testimony
morry and ostensibly righteous
any genre does or does not influence his or her spirituality testi
behavior mormon culture emphasizes the role of music in promoting or undermining spirituality 1I
20

therefore hypothesize that concerns over

2theoretical
theoretical MODEL

ILL USTRA
usera TION 2

musics effect on spirituality will predict
distaste for objectionable music
religiosity

5

musical preference this is defined

as an individuals aesthetic interests in
mar
particular genres of music
for
far example how
musicfar

spiritual

experience

much an individual enjoys or dislikes

religious

.00
ma00
ra

classical music hard rock or reggae
reggan
aesthetic

related genres will be grouped for ease of
analysis

musical
involve ment

this is the dependent variable with

N

K

objectionable

which all hypotheses are associated
musical

6

gender for purposes of this study

spiritual

preferences

concerns

gender will simply be defined and measured
as whether a respondent is biologically male

or female although the question is
admittedly somewhat more complex than a simple dichotomy the questionnaire has no items
intended to measure such concepts as gender identity or gender
role identification given that gender
genderrole
is an important consideration in religion as well as everyday life however it seems quite probable

that similarities and differences will emerge between female and male patterns of musical preference
when the predictive models are controlled for gender

21

measuremen
measurement

3 RESEARCH METHODS DATA AND MEASURE MENti

research design and study population

1I

drew my information from an LDS church

educational system survey of approximately 2940 participants respondents were selected in a
stratified random sampling of LDS stakes or groups of local congregations the wards local
congregations within the stakes were also randomly selected listis
born between the
lists of all youth bom
77 were then obtained resulting in the sample longitudinal data on this sample are
197477
years 1974
related questions asked previously
available unfortunately aside from two somewhat vaguely music
musicrelated

music related information has been gathered so my study design
1996 is the only time specifically musicrelated
precluded such interesting questions as causality or estimation of musical effect since 1I only examine
responses given at a single point in time however as 1I intend only to establish an initial predictive
model 1I view these questions as presently inapplicable and a matter for future research

my unit of observation and analysis is individual LDS young adults globally speaking my
study population is all young adults who interact to form north american mormon culture

this

sample of that population is ideal for at least three reasons first young adults are in the process of
being socialized into both american society and mormon culture consequently many have a
mi
milieux
lieux second because of the musical presence in the culture LDS
figurative foot in both cultural mimieux

young adults have a fairly broad spectrum of musical tastes third young adults such as polled in
this survey are literally the future of the church and so we may expect that the trends identified will
more or less accurately help to predict future developments pending the administration and
conclusion of future research

therefore 1I expect the results to have a high degree of predictive validity and generalizability
to mainstream north american LDS young adults

furthermore additional data involving music in

subsequent collections could address the question of influence

1I

also expect the results to

illuminate some latterday
latter day saint male and female differences because LDS hymns are common to

latterday
latter day saints worldwide some fmdings may also apply across cultural boundaries although
further research and observation are without question necessary before drawing any such
ay
4y some lessreligious
conclusions unfortunate
less religious respondents refused the survey because of
unfortunately

LDS church while others both religious and nonreligious
disenchantment with the ILDS
non religious refused due to

objections to past questions or simple lack of interest Further
furthermore
mom the limited age range of the

22

sample limits generalizability across age groups therefore the predictive model best describes the
tendencies of
LDS mainstream young adult americans
oflds
oflas

description of sample it was rather difficult to obtain a high response rate from this
sample due to its mobility and because of panel attrition the response rate was 48.3
483 percent or 1420
467
46.7
of 2940 LDS young adults adjusted for missing data the valid sample size is 1373
137346.7
1373467
467 percent

most of these are highly educationally motivated single young adults the sample is overwhelmingly
caucasian the majority of survey respondents 58 percent are women finally a quarter of
respondents are serving or have served missions while nearly 14 percent still plan to do so

1characteristics
characteristics OF SAMPLE

TABLE 1I

response rate 48.3
483
959
ethnicity 95.9
959

valid n 1373 796 female 58

of 2940

577 male 42

age range 18
23
1823

caucasian some native american african american polynesian american and asianamerican
asian american

16.7
educational status and aspiration 48 attended or completed college 167
167 vocational school
post high school education
73 percent believe it is extremely important to attain posthighschool

Marital parental status 77
maritalparental

LDS missions 25.1
251

never married 22

married 902
90.2
902

13.7
have served or currently serving 137
137

method of analysis

1I

9.8
childless 98
98

parents of one or more children

still plan to serve

used LISREL to statistically analyze the responses to examine my

hypotheses regarding the predictive relationship between the four mormon cultural predictors
gender and musical preference groups although other statistical techniques including multiple

regression could certainly be used to study this research question LISREL does have some unique
advantages over other statistical methods first LISREL does not assume perfect measurement of
indicators as is a necessary assumption of other methods instead the errors or disturbance terms

of the indicators are taken into account when estimating the model second LISREL encourages the
use of multiple indicators for latent variables allowing a latent variable to capture multiple aspects

of a concept rather than a single dimension

this is also advantageous for a variable which features

a great deal of variation allowing an indicator to explain a small or large amount according to the

amount of variation in question

third the indicator may also explain a large or small portion of the

is as 1I shall soon explainan
variance in the latent variable which isas
explain an important concept in the

variables 1I am measuring therefore LISREL holds some advantages over other statistical
techniques that makes it particularly useful for this research question

23

way causality between any of my predictive
oneway
in my model design 1I cannot postulate one
variables 1I therefore assume my predictive variables religiosity spiritual experience musical
co
involvement and spiritual concerns to be coexistent
existent indeed 1I believe simple association best

describes their relationship particularly in the absence of other clearly exogenous variables in the
model therefore 1I only report the associations between these four coinciding variables and test the

predictive relationship between the coinciding variables and the musical preference groups

measurement of predictor variables As mentioned before gender is defined and
measured simply by whether the respondent is biologically male or female unfortunately such
berm scale of gender identity were not included when the survey was compiled
analytical tools as the bem
bern

however 1I believe that the use of gender as a control rather than a measured variable yields just as
much information if not more than a more sophisticated technique below are the additional

variable
predictor vari
varl
able
abie
abic indicators combined with
questions from the 1996 survey that serve as my predictorvariable
summary information about the sample responses

TABLE 2

religiosity MEASURES
religiosityme4surls
scale

question

item

t50j
t501 and t502

read scriptures

how often do you do the

I1

I1

not at all

following
1
read the scriptures by yourself

means

st
sudev
dev
stdev

4.854
4854
F 4686
4.686
M 5.072
5072

2.127
2127
F 2.124
2124
M 2113
2.113

5.886
5886
F 587
5.87

M 5.901
5901

1.78
178
F 1722
1.722
1.859
M 1859

5.474
5474
F 542
5.42
542
M 5.545
5545

1.235
1235
F 1279
1.279
173
M 11.173
1173

5.183
5183
F 5.083
5083
M 5.313
5313

154
1.54
154

d

pray privately

2 pray privately other than blessing food
7 every day

t511 and t513 how often in the last year did

sacrament

I1

never

you attend the following
1
sacrament meeting

priestrelief
Priest Relief soc

3 priesthood

relief society or young women
6 weekly

importance

t58 overall how important is religion in your
life

it is the most important thing in my life
2 it is one of the most important things in my life
3 it is somewhat important in my life
4 it is not very important in my life
5 it is the least important thing in my life
1

note

indicates mest
ttest significance of mean difference

05
.05
05
about
about05
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scale
seale given at
left note
scale reversed
receding to
by recoding
be consistent
with other
measures

01
.01
ol
01
about
about01

4.214
4214
F
4.199
4199
f4199
M 4.231
4231

001
.001
001
ooi
about
about001

F 1.593
1593
M 1.459
1459
836
.836
836

831
F .831

m844

.001
ooi
001
less than001
than 001

YABLE
TABLE 3 SPIRITUAL experiences WITH
MUSIC
WITHMUSIC
item

question

frequency of

t367 how frequently do you do the following

experiences

7

scale

never

1I

have spiritual experiences with music
6 weekly

context choir

t39ji and t3916 the following activities have
t3911

never

1I

helped me to receive inspiration or revelation
singling in a choir
12 singing

context
listening to
music

note

5 very
V ry often

listening to music

16

indicates mest
t test significance of mean difference

05
.05
05
about
about05

means

st
sudev
dev
stdev

3.536
3536
F 3.661
3661
M 3.361
3361

1.829
1829
F 1.811
1811
1 84
M
m184

2.626
2626
F 2805
2.805
M 2.373
2373

1.402
1402
F 1404
1.404
1.362
M 1362

3.554
3554
F 369
3.69
M 3.365
3365

1.166
1166
F 11146
146
1.146
168
1.168
M 11168

001
.001
ooi
001
about
about001

.01
oi
01
about 01
10about01

.001
ooi
less than001
than 001
001

vemeyr
TABLE 4 MUSICAL
4musical INYOL
involvement
scale

means

st
sudev
dev
stdev

0anone
none
0none

2.094
2094
F 2404
2.404
M 1.675
1675

1.456
1456
F 1432
1.432
1.383
M 1383

do the following
3 play a musical instrument

3.139
3139
F 3.376
3376
M 2.819
2819

2.083
2083
F 2.076
2076
M 2.05
205

4 use your musical talents in church

235
2.35
235

M
2.194
2194
m2194

1.808
1808
184
F
1.84
184
f184
M 1.755
1755

1.663
1663
1.747
F 1747
1.543
M 1543

1.213
1213
F 128
1.28
128
1.094
M 1094

item

question

music lessons

71
t3
ta
t37i

1

how many years of music lessons

1

have you had
5513yrs
13 yrs
ars

t363 t364 t365 how frequently do you

playing instrument

using talents

1I

never

6 ime
ekly
ineekly
weekly
iNe

performance

note

5 perform musically at other public events

indicates west
ttest significance of mean difference
mest

05
about 05.05
about05

F 2.466
2466

.001
001
ooi
about 001
about001

101
01
.01
loi
01
about oi

.001
ooi
less than001
than 001
001

5spiritual CONCERNS WITH
TABLE 5 SPIRITUAL
MUSIC
WITHM
USIC
item

question

affects testimony

t35
t3511 t352 and 7354
t354 how much do you

means

st
sudev
dev
stdev

disagree

3.311
3311
F 339
3.39
339
M 3.195
3195

1.050
1050
F 1.034
1034
1.061
logi
M 1061

5 strongly

3.565
3565
F 3599
3.599
M 3.518
3518

1.102
1102
F 11137
137
1.137
M 1052
1.052

3.45
345
F 3484
3.484
3.405
M 3405

95
.95
95

scale

agree or disagree with the following statements
1 the music I
1 listens to strengthens my
testini
ony
testimony

1I

strongly

affects spirituality
2

the music 1I enjoy affects my spirituality

agree

helps to do right

note

4

the music 1I listen to helps me to do whats

right

indicates mest
otest
west
t test significance of mean difference

05
about 05.05
about05
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.01
oi
01
about 01
about01

.001
ooi
001
about 001
about001

.958
F 958
958
.937
937
M 937
m937

001
less than001
than .001
ooi

this sample both females and males

is highly religious the majority 532
53.2
532 percent reads

75.6
their scriptures at least several times a week prays several times a week 756
756 percent attends
70.3
79.3
Priesthood Relief society 703
703 percent more or less every
sacrament meeting 793
793 percent and priesthoodrelief
85.5
week and considers religion an important part of their lives 855
855 percent

probably as an effect of

their
air scriptures more regularly than women
eir
male n
missionaries in the sample male respondents study th
Young womens
societyyoung
more men also attend priesthood meeting than women attend relief Society
meetings but this statistic doesnt include women serving in the primary organization however

neither difference while statistically significant is numerically large none of the other three
religiosity measures features distinctive gender differences and in the measure as a whole it appears
doubtful there is any ultimate difference between men and women in the sample in terms of public
and private religiosity

turning to spiritual experience with music a point that could not be adequately illustrated
given spatial constraints is that the distribution is bimodal across both genders one group has such
experiences frequently and the other has them relatively rarely 47.1
471 percent has these experiences

52.9
less than once per month while the remaining majority of 529
529 percent has them more often

yet on

the whole women respondents are even more likely than men to have spiritual experiences and also

to experience them while participating in choir and listening to music again however these
78.7 percent have had at
differences are not sizeable many respondents are also musically involved 787
787
68.7
least one year of music lessons and 687
687 percent have had more than 2 years predictably however
few respondents actually perform music 49 percent of respondents report that they do not use their
musical talents in church and 66.1
661 percent never perform music in public judging from the sample

results women are more involved with music on all measures than are men although yet again the
differences are not huge

many respondents are concerned about musics effect on spirituality although there is also a
significant portion that has mixed feelings on the issue about 462
46.2
462 percent of respondents agree
59.9 percent agree that
30.8
that music strengthens testimony but 308
599
308 percent arent sure likewise 599
20.8
mid
wid
music affects spirituality and
208 and
uld 49 percent agree that music helps them to do whats right but 208
36.3
363 percent

arent sure respectively As for gender distinctions few significant differences exist on

this measure women respondents believe more strongly that music strengthens their testimonies but
men and women are no different in belief that music affects spirituality and fosters good behavior
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measurement of musical preferences musical preference as explained subsequently
required a more specialized treatment before it could be statistically analyzed since 1I expected to find
at least three dimensions religious aesthetic and objectionable

and had some idea in a few cases

of which genres would relate to which dimensions ie hard rock as objectionable and so forth
How even other genres were unknown and 1I wanted to find out whether or not every given type of
however
music could be explained by these predictors therefore 1I performed exploratory factor analysis on
five point likert
report and set to fivepoint
the musical preferences measured by simple respondent selfreport
self reportand
seif

scales on the 13 genres listed below

TABLE 6 INITIAL
MUSICAL
6initial categories OF OFMUSICAL

t38 indicate how much you like the following types of music
1 hard rock heavy metal punk acid grunge
2 soft rock
3 alternative

4 other pop music
5 classical

rab

latino and reggae
10 jazz
11 new age
12 LDS hymns

9

13 LDS pop

6 country
7 rap

scale ranged from

8

preference

1

dislike a lot to 5 like a lot

As established theoretically 1I expected at least three musical groups to emerge in factor
analysis religious aesthetic and objectionable

however all factor analyses identified six

dimensions and yielded conflicting results as to genre groupings the groupings became even more

complicated when one or two preferences were dropped however after multiple explorations with
different combinations of factors and so forth 1I derived a set of six musical preference groups that
made sense from a theoretical
common sensical standpoint
ais statistical
als
ait
all
alt and commonsensical
theoretic
all
statistic

TABLE 7 MUSICAL
7musical

religious music
LDS hymns
mormon pop

classical
jazz

new age and country loaded slightly

new age

GROUPINGS
UPINGS
preference GRO

aesthetic music

objectionable music
hard rock

alternative

rap

in some rotations

ethnic cultural music
ethniccultural
latino and reggae
rhythm and blues
jazz and rap loaded in some
rotations

bold preferences retained in model

popular music
soft rock

other pop
new age and mormon
monnon
mon non pop loaded
slightly in some rotations

country music
country
mormon
monnon
mon
non pop loaded slightly hard
rock loaded negatively in some
rotations

normal type preferences outside the scope of this model
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complications or simplifications perhapsarose
perhaps arose when preliminary analyses showed
further complicationsor
the model could not predict all six preference types

specific
mormonspecific
the theoretically postulated mormon

cultural latinoreggae
predictors had no bearing on preference for ethnic
ethniccultural
latinore9gae and rhythm and blues and

popular soft rock and other pop groups as well as country music these groups were therefore
excluded from the model however the model successfully predicted the theoretically postulated
religious aesthetic and objectionable music groups with the exception of the new age genre

despite its initial adherence to the aesthetic group once other genres were considered new age
interrelated with other groups and dropped to an extremely low level on aesthetic the LISREL factor
.300
loading was below 300
300

therefore 1I removed this genre from the model as well the musical

groups successfully predicted by the model were religious LDS hymns and mormon pop aesthetic
classical and jazz and objectionable

hard rock alternative and rap

the summary statistics for the musical preferences are listed below
STA
TABLE 8 MUSICAL
GROUPINGS
UPINGS AND SUMMARY
SUMMARY sea
8musical preference GRO
seh TISTICS

statistics

note scale on all questions ranges from

1

dislike a lot to 5 like a lot

group

item

group
mean

group SD

female
mean

female SD

male mean

male SD

religious

LDS

4.347
4347

886
.886
886

4.477
4477

83
.83
83

4.167
4167

93
.93
93

3.529
3529

1.258
1258

372
3.72
372

1.222
1222

3.268
3268

1.259
1259

classical

3.847
3847

1.128
1128

3.951
3951

1.097
1097

3.703
3703

1.156
1156

jazz

3.005
3005

1.237
1237

3.077
3077

.36
12
1.2 lg1636

1.236
1236
12

2.905
2905

1.234
1234

hard rock

2.342
2342

1.499
1499

2.039
2039

139
1.39
139

2.761
2761

1.544
1544

alternative

3.524
3524

1.289
1289

3.416
3416

1.324
1324

3.671
3671

1.228
1228

rap

1.985
1985

1.273
1273

1.902
1902

123
1.23
123

2.096
2096

1.322
1322

hymns
mormon
pop

aesthetic

objectionable

note

indicates mest
significance of mean difference
t
test

05
about 05.05

00 1
about oi.01.01
01

00
001
ooi
.00
.0011
001
about oo
00

oo
001
ooi
.00
.0011
less than 00
001
00

we note immediately that every mean difference between genders is significant regarding
musical preference although none is exactly enormous regarding preference for LDS hymns
female and male respondents both overwhelmingly answer in favor of hymn enjoyment exactly 88

percent of the sample reports at least enjoying some of the hymns although women test even more
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strongly in favor of the hymns than do men mormon pop while still quite favored is not nearly as
57.5
heavily endorsed although 575
575 percent still enjoy at least some of it

like hymns female

respondents tend to enjoy mormon pop to a greater degree than do males in aesthetic music it is a
somewhat surprising finding of the study that the majority of both male and female respondents 72
percent report some degree of enjoyment of classical music here again however women tend to
rank even higher on the enjoyment scale than men although there is more middle ground regarding

jazz music women also tend to enjoy it somewhat more than do men

male respondents on the other hand test more likely to enjoy hard rock alternative and rap
eli
cli
dislike
music than do females although it might be better said that women oti
slike these genres of music

73.4 percent dislike rap
68.7
more than do men about 687
734
687 percent of females dislike hard rock and 734
compared to 48.3
483 and 69 percent for males respectively much more variation exists in the
64.6
alternative distribution which is actually skewed slightly to the right here 646
646 percent of all
609
60.9
like at least some of it evidently the
69.7
respondents gog
609 percent of women and 697
697 percent of men ilke
respondents609

reverse skewness of this genre does not preclude it from association with the more objectionable
types

we now move fromi
from summary information to a formal test of the hypotheses
comparison strategy of hypotheses

1I

hypothesize that religiosity will predict preference

preference for objectionable music that spiritual experience will predict
nonpreference
for religious and non
religious musical preference that musical involvement will predict an affinity for aesthetic music
objectionable
and that spiritual concerns will predict a distaste for ob
ectionable
actionable music 1I first tested my
theoretical hypotheses and found that all paths were significant predictors of musical preference 1I

next tested to see if the theoretical model differed by gender 1I found that while the measurement
factors are valid for both genders the models differ significantly in other ways for example one
theoretical path is a gender effect

after this 1I tested to see if my theoretical model had fully explained musical preference or if
additional paths not explained by theory were necessary and found that the model explained a little
more when other paths were added again gender effects emerged in the additional paths finally 1I

constructed predictive models for females males and the overall sample As explained previously
all variables are multimeasure
multi measure latent variables in the LISREL model since none

of the variables 1I

except for the control variable gender
can truly be considered exogenous all variables are
tested
testedexcept
gendercan
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considered endogenous the predictive model is
Y character As previously
therefore of an all
ally

mentioned the coinciding predictors religiosity
spiritual experience musical involvement and
spiritual concerns predict preference for
religious aesthetic and objectionable music

measurement of latent variables

upon running the analysis the latent measures
appear theoretically sound and all factor
loadings test well above minimum significance
level

.708
708
the scores range from 708

scripture

.813
.813
88 13 importance of religion in ones
study to 813

life in each case the latent variable explains

at least 50 percent of the variance in each
observation 1I also correlated the unexplained
variances of private scripture study and
personal prayer and public attendance at
sacrament meeting and priesthood

relief society measures the religiosity measure therefore

appears entirely appropriate

the three factor loadings of the spiritual experience with music latent variable are also well
38.9
distributed explaining at least 389
389 percent of the variance in the latent variable these observed
variables result in a reasonably well
measured latent variable musical involvement does feature a
wellmeasured
.518
518 on music lessons however this observed variable is
somewhat low factor loading score 518

strongly associated with playing a musical instrument and the unexplainedvariance
unexplained variance correlation
somewhat strengthens its value to the latent measure other factor scores in the musicalinvolvement
musical involvement
907 on
measure are well distributed spiritual concerns with music however loads rather heavily 907.907
3 8 giving
838
the effect of music on testimony and again on musics perceived effect on behavior 8388.838

much less weight to musics perceived effect on spirituality 624.624
624

yet given the importance in the

mormon worldview
worldview of testimony and behavior seen as right this
thesis
thisisis hardly unusual consequently
it appears that this measure more or less reflects social reality
30

ference latent variables perhaps mostly due to stylistic differences the
preference
in the musical prei

distance between musical genres in factor loadings vary greatly
and minor players in each musical preference group

this results in the presence of major

918
the major players are LDS hymns 918.918

on

.820 on objectionable music
.799 on aesthetic music and hard rock 820820
religious music classical 799
799
399

523 in religious music jazz 579.579
while the minor players are mormon pop 523.523
579 in aesthetic music as
.40
.401
.478 and rap 40
4011 in objectionable music
401
40
well as alternative 478
478

the presence of the major

players indicates that the results will probably be somewhat more indicative of preference for the

major
ma
j or players instead of the minors

on the other hand

the relationships between major and minor players appear to be

representative of the musical interests in mormon culture hymns are more representative of religious
music than mormon pop classical is a more aesthetic medium than jazz and hard rock is a
alternativeand and rap are perceived as having
somewhat stigmatized genre in mormon culture while alternative

objectionable aspects alternative music is a rather varied genre featuring only some music which

ofgang

is deemed objectionable within mormon culture likewise rap is also a mix of
gangsta7
sta and
ofgangsta
gangstad

ethnic expression binder 1993

consequently since rap and alternative are more varied than hard

rock these measures should load relatively lightly on the objectionable music factor

their

called weak measures is necessary not in spite of the fact that they do not relate as
inclusion as so
socalled
highly to objectionable music as does hard rock but precisely because of it

square test of the theoretical model analyzed by gender indicate that its measurement
A chi
chisquare
is generally valid for both genders although there are significant malefemale
male female differences in the

disturbance terms or the standard errors of the indicators

this does not appear to be a problem

however the significance appears to lie mostly in the fact that as shall be discussed in the next
chapter hymns dominate the religious music measure for women while hard rock dominates the
ob
objectionable
gender based differences
actionable music measure for males consequently while some genderbased
j ectionable
emerge we can presume that the model measurement is valid for both males and females

correlation matrices before examining the findings in greater detail it is useful to
examine the uncontrolled zeroorder
zero order correlations of the theoretical model as listed subsequently

simple correlations in the female male and overall models are included as well we notice at first
mid set off by the double line are highly
hand comer and
that the predictor variables at the upper left
lefthand
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intercorrelated in all three models religiosity spiritual experience and spiritual concerns are

particularly highly associated while musical involvements association is lower spiritual experience
and concerns can therefore both be considered additional dimensions of religiosity while musical

involvement is somewhat attenuated from the others

other observations from the correlation matrix first the theoretically predicted paths all
feature high correlations which justifies the theoretical measures to some degree although it remains

to be seen what will happen when the theoretical measures are interrelated second other somewhat
non theory paths as well raising the issue of whether or
high correlations exist among some of the nontheory

not some of these are also relevant to predicting musical preference third males tend to be
somewhat lower on many measures than do females although a few male correlations are higher in

order correlations are admittedly different statistical
the following chapter although the zero
zeroorder
measures than the LISREL path coefficients we will compare the strength of the uncontrolled

die coefficients once the other relationships are taken into account
the
associations with that of dle

MATRICES
TRICES OF ALL
ALI MODELS
correl4
correla TIONAIA
9correlation
correlation

TABLE 9
religiosity

spiritual

experience
religiosity

1I

music

music

able music

.625
F 625
625
59
M 59.59

.731
731
F 731
.779
M 779
779
m779

.327
F 327
327
.251
251
M 251

F
M

58 .58

F

.541
541
F 541

F

44
.44
44

m71

.437
437
M 437

M

385
.385
385

F

.484
484
F 484
M .515
515

F

252
.252
252

M

224
.224
224

.37
F 3737
.363
363
M 363

F
M

532
.532
532

33
F 33.33
48
M 48.48

F

516
.516
516

F

1

F

.336
T 336
336
.325
325
0 325

T

0325

0

spiritual

.606
606
T gog
606
.603
603
0 603

.704
T
704
T 704

0

.716
716
T 716
.726
726
716
726
0.726
00726
0726

T

.189
189
T 189
.293
293
293
0293
0.293
00293

music

concerns

F

musical
Involve
involvemt
involvent
mt

aesthetic

aesthetic

.593
F 593
593
.652
M 652
652

1

music

religious

F

.5
5 77
.577
T 577
577
.582
582
0582
0 582
0.582
0582

religious

spiritual

.596
F 596
596
.597
597
M 597

spiritual
experience

concerns

musical
Involve
involvemt
involvent
mt

.648
648
648
635
.635
635

373
.373
373

.274
M 274
274

M

.713
713
678
.678
678
36
.36
36

574
.574
574

257
.257
257

.327
M 327
327

.308
M 308
308

1

F

71
.71
71

.387
T 387
387
.362
362
0 362

.598
598
598
636
.636
636

.366
T 366
366
.294
294
0 294

.532
T 532
532
.565
565
0565
0.565
0 565
0565

1

.364
T 364
364
.525
525
525
0525
0.525
00525

.562
562
T
P 562
.494
494
0 494

.218
T 218
218
P
.348
0348
348
0.348
0 348

.347
347
T 347
.409
409
0 409

1

T

T

0

objection-

T

427
.427
4277
42

T

able music

0

421
.421
421

0

.374
374
74
3374
.374
374
374

0

54
.54
54

597
.597
597
M
m597

0348

209
.209
209
.197
197
197

T

486
.486
486

T

0

483
.483
483

0

459
.459
459
.473
473
473

objection-

M
M

0

068
.068
068
.137
137
137

58
274
.274
274

389
.389
389

375
.375
375
.193
193
193
135
.135
135

1

upper left block statistics below the diagonal are for the
explanations associations between predictors are in the upperleft
female only F
overall sample T indicates the theoretical model and 0 indicates the overall model correlations for femaleonly
predicted
id are the theoretically predic
and male
only M models are above the diagonal items in bo
boid
bold
maleonly
credic ted paths
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4 RESULTS AND discussion OF

statistical ANALYSIS

results of the theoretical model test the test of the theoretical model proved significant
as shown in the accompanying illustration one path from religiosity to objectionable music is
ooi
.001
0043
0045
level furthermore it is
0011 levei
00
.004
weli
well beyond th
thee 001
significant at p 004
004 and the others are significant weil

important to note that the thevariables
variables
weli
weil
describe the data fairly well

the

.95
.9511 and the
goodness of fit index is 95951
95
951

USTRA TION 4 RESULTS
TS OF THEORY TEST
ILL usera
RESUL

illustration

.93
.936
93
9366
adjusted goodness of fit is 93936
religiosity

compared against an acceptability cutoff of
556
.556
556

7

go
90
.90
90

the model apparently sufficiently

731

now
row

57

324

336
.336
336

religious

PIRS

s auarne
buarne

17

R2

277
.277
277

spiritual

564

918

experience

mean square residual of048
of 048 compared
05 this
to the acceptability cutoff of 05.05

invodance

ey r

explains the variance pertinent to its
also the root
component variables note aiso

735 714 813

.141
141
141

52d3

hyam
hyal

monmion
moncion
POP

71
624
6.24
624

675

gog
608
.608
608

aesthetic

H

oaten
often

usten

chok
chor

562
.562
562

118

R 2 316
.316
316

statistic indicates an adequate explanation
799

musical
involvement

ail variables in the
ali
of the sum variance of all

model although of course more

518
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wa
w5 aw
7w
no

L

explanation is quite possible

play

57

classi
209
.209
209
F

aw
6w

objectionable

peram
perim
penal

taimft

049

jezz
jazz
jatz

ra
r2

36
.36
36

264

187
82

religiosity and religious music

478
.478
478

spiritual

hard

concerns

roo
roc

624

AM

testimony

spwkaf

predictor of preference for religious music
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goodness of fit 951
.951
adjusted goodnes3of fit936
root mean square Residual
048
residual048

compared against the extremely strong
716 the relationship clearly remains strong when spiritual experience and
order correlation 716.716
zero
zeroorder
arc taken into account As demonstrated through the rest of the study this
spiritual concerns are
Us

for both men and women no
relationship is consistently the strongest in the entire model it is strong ror
aiso strong enough to
significant difference is detected once this path is analyzed by gender it is also

support the idea that preference for LDS religious music and particularly the hymns the major
maior
malor
parn
part of religiosity itself
player in this measure is almost a pann

the fact that religiosity predicts a

weil mean almost certainly to nobodys surprise that mor
weli
for latter
preference for religious music may well

day saints religious music is simply pann
pant
part of being religious
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the data seem to indicate that mormons

as represented in this sample simply associate the

hymns with the experience of attending and participating in the LDS church and as a consequence

mormon
ennes
specific di
themes
ernes also becomes part of
mormonspecific
strongly prefer them mormon pop due to its monnon
religious music preference albeit not as strongly as the hymns As is reflected in the sample means

for hymns and mormon pop as well as the difference between the measures in the factor loadings
the samples preference for LDS hymns is overwhelmingly positive while its preference for mormon

pop is still positive but not nearly so dramatically

5 1 respondents in the entire
A cros
crosstabulation
stabulation of the responses furthermore shows that only 51

sample like mormon pop more than they like the hymns including two respondents who dislike some
hymns but like mormon pop and ten who arent sure about their hymn preference but enjoy at least

contrast
Tast 642 respondents feel the same way about mormon pop as they do
some mormon pop in cont
rast
enjoy
the hymns leaving 698 respondents who en
j oy the hymns more than mormon pop
and to some extent the first as well recalls the ambivalence

the last group
discussed in chapter 2 this

crosstabulation
cros
confirm that for most respondents
stabulation suggests although it does not absolutely confirmthat
preference for mormon pop may be dependent on preference for hymns

spiritual experience and religious music As 1I have observed before and furthermore as
this component of my study evidences religious experience is an important but often overlooked
factor in discussing music and mormonism since it proves to be an important element of musical
preference for these respondents

the presence of this predictive path indicates that respondents who

have high rates of spiritual experience in conjunction with music are to some degree more likely to
enjoy the religious music of the mormon culture they have felt something they interpret as spiritual
in connection with this music and so they enjoy it

this finding supports the premise that religious

cultural tradition or considered a real or
experience whether merely part of mormon folklore
folklorecultural
perceived phenomenological occurrence is a real component of mormon musical preference

the coefficient

277
.277
277 is

not as strong in this model as it becomes in other versions

zero order correlation is quite strong 598.598
598
however the corresponding zeroorder

the LISREL coefficient

aling
lling for public and private
controlling
shows that the relationship is still moderately important after contro

religious behavior As we shall see although the coefficients value varies somewhat by gender and
whether or not other paths are incorporated into the model the path itself is certainly significant for
34

both females and males consequently for both genders as well as for the sample as a whole
spiritual experience is an important element of music in mormon culture as empirically confirmed by
this path

this study establishes the supposition that spiritual experience is an important component

LDS religious music as indicated by an analysis of mormon narratives of spiritual experience and
of
oflds
oflas

music weight 1996 as well as the previously cited instances in mormon tradition

musical involvement and aesthetic music musical involvement is highly associated with
.5
5 62 this coefficient is identical to its correlation matrix counterpart
.562
562
aesthetic musical preference at 562

a somewhat unsurprising finding since we have not controlled this relationship for the influence of
any other variables although the coefficient for this path fluctuates somewhat in subsequent

models it appears that there is no truly significant difference between men and women on this item

this path indicates that respondents who receive musical training and who involve themselves in
musical production are more likely to enjoy classical and jazz music complex genres involving a
great deal of competence and skill to perform As respondents become more familiar with musical
learn to appreciate
clate
ciate the best of what has been
techniques and stylistic conventions the tendency is to leam
appn
apan chate
produced in terms of these styles and conventions hence respondents preference for aesthetic
9

music as they become more involved in musical production

As noted from the relative lowness of musical involvements correlations with the other
predictive latent variables this measure is a little more attenuated than the others from directly
religious concerns and thus seems not to be a dimension of religiosity but rather a possible corollary
to it consequently even though the relationship is rooted in the latterday
latter day saint intent to develop

that which is lovely of good report or praiseworthy

it is possible that this religious principle is

culturally rather than doctrinally facilitated although here we begin to enter into guesswork
socio economic status or cultural sophistication might reduce
another explanatory variable such as socioeconomic
the relationship between musical involvement and religiosity

if not cause it to disappear entirely

spiritual concerns and objectionable music the theoretical model also demonstrates
the predictive connection between spiritual concerns and distaste for music seen as objectionable

within the mormon culture respondents who subscribe to these spiritual concerns develop an
aversion for objectionable music which is perceived as an entity which threatens individual and
collective spirituality

these concerns as mentioned in chapter 2 are rooted in the mormon notion
35

that music can be used for evil as well as good purposes and most recently expressed in the
comments of packer and other church leaders that hard rock is detrimental to spirituality the other
genres figure into the relationship presumably because of the corollary concern that obscene and

vulgar lyrics in any music also affect spirituality spiritual concerns therefore play an important role

oflas

in the musical preference pattern of
LDS young adults and figure prominentlyalthough
prominently although by no means
oflds

do they appear to be the sole criteria
into whether or not they enjoy objectionable music
criteriainto

the coefficient of

36
.36
36

is moderately strong certainly indicative

of an important relationship

after controlling for religious behaviors prediction of distaste for objectionable music the
strength of the relationship is somewhat but not greatly reduced see the correlation matrix
.486
486
coefficient of 486

here again females and males do not test significantly different on this item

although the coefficients vary in subsequent models interestingly as
its
tis seen in the mean differences
female respondents are more likely than their male counterparts to agree that music affects ones
testimony although no significant difference is detected in the other measures As demonstrated by
the subsequent analyses this relationship exists in all other predictive models and can be viewed as
more or less of a constant between male and female respondents

religiosity and objectionable music we also note that the theoretical predictive
relationship between religiosity and objectionable music holds true in the sample as a whole public
and private religious behavior appears to preclude to some degree a preference for objectionable
music among the many respondents at the higher end of the religiosity scale a fair number dislikes
the objectionable musical genres

to some extent

respondents who regularly read their scriptures

and say their prayers attend their church meetings and consider religion important in their lives will

also not enjoy objectionable music

the coefficient

209
.209
209 is

not large reflecting the fact that once

the relationship is controlled for the presence of spiritual concerns it drops in strength compare

against the strong correlation matrix coefficient
particular to religiosity

427
.427
427

yet this much variance remains which is

more could be said about this predictive relationship of course but

perhaps the most important conclusion must be discussed subsequently

test for gender differences in the theoretical model

A chi
square test of the parameters
chisquare

of the theoretical model shows that the model does differ by gender including a difference in the
theoretically hypothesized predictive paths when all parameters for both groups are independent
36

the chi
66629 at 380 degrees of freedom hereafter denoted df9
square score is 666.29
chisquare
df

ali
all
but when ail
butwhenall

square becomes 799.04
parameters for both groups are constrained the chi
chisquare
79904 at 443 df this is a
001
00
.00
ooi
.001
0011 percent probability that
difference of 132.05
00
13205 at 63 df statistically significant at much less than oo

the difference is due to chance subsequent tests show that much of this difference lies in the
disturbance terms or the standard errors of the observed variables however the above
mentioned
abovementioned
a a statistically significant gender
relationship between religiosity and objectionable music also tests as
4

effect it exists for women but not for men

1I

performed this test of the paths by constraining all theoretically predicted relationships but

one to be equal and running a series of analyses in which each path took a turn being free

then 1I

chi square scores of the resulting models ranging from 721.57
compared the chisquare
72157 to 723.32
72332 at 417 df
chi square of the original model 70954
709.54
against the chisquare
70954 at 413 df

dosity with
reli gi osity
religiosity
whenever the reil

ob
ectionable music path was included in the constrained parameters
square difference was
parame tens the chi
objectionablemusic
chisquare
objectionable
j actionable
.0
0 1 percent probability when the path was freed
.01
01
oi
02 to 01
significant each time falling in the range of 02.02

irence

difference
chi square dimm
was insignificant a score of 713.2
however the chisquare
7132 a difference of 3.66
diff
366 at 4 df

based on this test as well as by the fact that this predictive relationship emerges when females are
considered separately but does
foes
loes not emerge in the male model this relationship can be declared a

statistically significant gender effect

1I are additional paths not
test of all possible paths two additional questions arise iare
1are

43iven that our theory does not
predicted by theory useful in predicting musical preference and 2 given

yield any clues about possible gender differences are any of these paths gender effects

to find the answer to the first question

1I

ran the model of all possible paths to see what

significant
relationships emerged achieving the illustrated results dashed lines are statistically non
nonsignificant
while solid lines are significant

W
r2 statistics indicate that the explanations somewhat trade off
the ra

.606
.564
all path model explains a little more about religious music gog
606 vs 564
the allpath
606
564 and slightly less about

.259 vs 264
.264
.316 and objectionable 259
.307 vs 316
259
264 genres we note as well the relative
316
aesthetic 307307

equality of the model fit statistics we neither gain nor lose regarding adequacy of description by
including additional paths although nonsignificant
non significant paths tend to detract slightly from goodness of

fit

.042 indicates that ithe
the all
042
path model is slightly
however the root mean square residual 042
allpath

.048
048
more explicative of the pertinent variance than is the theoretical model at 048
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for the most

275.08
square difference of the theoretical 27508
chisquare
27508 at
authoritative test of difference we examine the chi
250.58
192 df and the all
path 25058
25058 at 185 df models
allpath

24.5
245 at 7 df
the difference 245

is statistically

001
ooi
.00
00
.0011 adding other paths apparently provides a little more explanation
00
001
significant at a probability of oo

than when only the theoretical paths are considered

for the second question running a
test similar to that of the theoretical model
is possible but it is much easier and

effective to select out males and females
and run separate models for each direct

examination indicates which paths are
pertinent for men and women

to confirm

the statistical significance of the sum total
male female differences however we
of all malefemale
free parameter
can run the same fixed vs freeparameter

test used to compare male and female
versions of the theoretical model when all
parameters are independent for both
chi square is
females and males the chisquare

70 df
662.38
66238
662.3
ff with all parameters
66238 at 3370
constrained the chi
square is 804.17
chisquare
80417 at
438 df a difference of 141.79
14179 at 68 df
001
00
.00
.001
0011 percent
00
significant at less than oo

probability

since we know as before that a great deal of the difference lies in the disturbance terms of
the indicators we can test only the betas the collective group of predictive paths for statistically

significant gender effects a test which indeed proves significant

this was determined by testing a

model which fixed the factor loadings and the betas for both males and females excluding the
and freed the disturbance terms
known gender effect of religiosity with objectionable music
musicand
mid males making the betas the
against a model that only restricted the factor loadings for females and

only difference

721.16 at 398 df
square 72116
chisquare
the first chi
38

tested significantly different from the

.001
001
001 percent probability it appears evident that
ooi
674.35
second 67435
beyond001
67435 at 385 df at a level well beyond

some paths in the all
path model are gender effects
allpath

female predictive model

to derive a model that predicts musical preference for the

women in the sample 1I selected them out and ran the entire theoretical model 1I then removed the

most nonsignificant paths and reanalyzed the model continuing the process of analysis and
reanalysis until 1I achieved a model of fully

significant effects

this strategy follows the

suggestion of
ofschumacker
schumacker and lomax
1996 106 regarding one possible process

of trimming the model although with the
in the chisquare
chi square
caution that the change inthe

value cannot be significantly different from
the beginning model given the difference in
the degrees of freedom

ultimately 1I
intimately

arrived at a model with a goodness of fit
.949
949 and a root mean
index rating of 949

square residual of 042
.042
042 statistics which are
all path
virtually identical to that of the allpath

model

theoretical paths As in the
model religiosity is an especially
theoretical modet
significant predictor of religious music for
.607
607 is the
females the coefficient of 607

strongest predictive path coefficient in the entire study also as in the theoretical model spiritual
experience with religious music is a somewhat lesser predictor of religious music preference
however considering this path as an indirect outcome through religiosity it can still be asserted that
.299
299 left
the relationship has been controlled for public and private religiosity with a still substantial 299

over as an exclusive function of religious experience musical involvements ability to predict
2525
.252
252 is somewhat lower than in the theoretical model when an apparent female path
.2525
aesthetic music 252
2525

spiritual experience with aesthetic music is taken into account finally spiritual concerns with
39

music

.277
277
277

predicts a degree of distaste for objectionable music for women once this

relationship is controlled for religiositys relationship with

objectionable music we can plainly see

that part of the explanation is due to public and private religious behavior and that the rest is
explained in terms of spiritual concerns with music regarding these relationships the women
are more or less identical to men
sample
samp
sampleare
leare
respondents in the sampie

religiosity with objectionable music As mentioned earlier this path is unique to the
women in the sample who perceive preference for objectionable music as incongruent with public
and private religious behavior said another way a great many of the female respondents who are

high on the religiosity scale dislike objectionable music enough to create a reasonably strong

this coefficient is moderately strong at
407
.407
407 once spiritual concerns predicting objectionable music are taken into account we may also

relationship while the same is not true for male respondents

58 while for
zero order correlations the relationship for women iis quite strong at 58.58
note that in the zeroorder
.274
274 although we find that young adult mormon musical
men it is substantially lower at 274

preference is ultimately much more similar than dissimilar in termsof
terms of the dissimilarities that do
shail see males are not as
shali
exist this appears at first to be the most striking however as we shall

dissimilar even on this item as it appears from this discussion finally although the data do not
suggest precisely why this particular relationship exists for women and not for men 1I advance an
educated guess in chapter 5

spiritual experience and aesthetic music women respondents also demonstrate a
391
moderately strong link between religious experience and aesthetic music 391.391

a relationship that

does not occur for the men in the sample once the relationship is controlled for musical
.54
.541
54
5411
involvement the path stays
stay fairly strong note the rather strong correlation matrix coefficient 54541
4

this path certainly indicates that many of these women who are having religious experiences in
connection with music tend to enjoy aesthetic music however it is interesting that this path does

not add much additional explanation over and beyond musical involvement as can be noted by

W statistics of the theoretical
comparing the ra
r2

.316
316
316

333 models for
and the females
ecific 333.333
femalespecific
sspecific
female

aesthetic music it appears that spiritual experience does play a role in aesthetic musical preference

for women that it does not play for men but that there is a great amount of shared variance between
musical involvement and spiritual experience in terms of aesthetic music so that the explanation for
female aesthetic preference becomes split between spiritual experience and musical involvement

40

rather than spiritual experience explaining additional variance in young adult mormon female
preference for classical and jazz music in the next section we will see a similar effect for men

one
with
involvement
musical
musical
religious
preference
the suppressor
effect
fect
fact
ef
J
interesting although ultimately meaningless path is the slightly negative relationship

147 between

musical training and preference for religious music that ultimately appears in all subsequent versions
flom the sign change from
of the model this path is a suppressor effect which can be noted from
positive to negative from its original correlation in the correlation matrix resulting from too much

even if 1I suspected that this effect was
shared variance in this and subsequent versions of the model evenif
evenia
truly meaningful in terms ofgeneralizability
generalizability a much larger subsample would be necessary 26
of
women reported distaste for the hymns and for mormon pop to substantiate any conclusions

square statistic is
chisquare
however 1I retain this path in this model and others for two reasons first the chi
too affected by the paths removal indicating excessive model trim second although this path is
meaningless its absence combined with the other paths affects the other coefficients in the model

theoretical paths to
nontheoretical
especially those established by theory in simple terms if we add the other non
modet we also have to add this one for the others to make sense therefore this path is retained
the model
chi square
in this and subsequent models because of the substantial effect on the coefficients and chisquare

when it is removed but it must necessarily be regarded as an artifact of the data

ra
r2 values differ somewhat from those of the theoretical
explanatory statistics the female W
all path models in which males were considered even though the female predictive model
and allpath

doesnt explain quite
606
.606
W
606
r2 of gog
ra

path model
as much about religious music preference in comparison to the all
allpath

.5
5 77 still indicates a fairly substantial explanation and is higher than
ra
.577
the female W
577
r2 of 577

564
that of the theoretical model 564.564

therefore we have explained more about female religious

W is still not quite as high as when
r2
musical preference than the theoretical model although this ra
males are included in the model

.3
3 3 3 from
.333
W
333
r2 for aesthetic musical preference rises slightly to 333
the ra

.307
307
307

all path model and is also a slight improvement over dle
in the allpath
die theoretical model explanation
the

.316
316
316

R
r2 of the female model actually constitutes a fairly decent explanation of aesthetic
the ra

music considering the actual religious connection per se to classical and jazz music is mostly
indirect

the spiritual experience path provides a link to religiosity through religious experience and

explains some of the variation in aesthetic musical preference however as seen in the small

ra
spiritual experience path was added it is ultimately musical
difference in the R
r2 values when the spiritualexperience
41

involvement tenuously connected to religiosity that appears to provide the most direct explanation
for aesthetic musical preference it seems probable that musical involvement takes on an aspect of
spiritual experience for women and so the explanation becomes split
spilt between the two paths

deai more of feminine distaste for
As ror
for objectionable music the model explains a great deal
shali be shown
shail
for the overall sample
maies as shall
sampie or mor
for males
objectionable music than it does ror

the female

.3
3 84 for objectionable music preference as compared to 25
259
.25
ra
.259
.384
9 in the overall model and 264
.264
25
W
259
384
264 in
r2 is 384

the theoretical model one of the major reasons for this difference is the moderately strong path

the

malc predictive model
male
between religiosity and objectionable music which is not a part of the maie

ra
values therefore indicate that the model has explained a fair amount of female distaste for
r2
r2values
revalues
66

objectionable music in comparison with the overall and theoretical models while it has explained

morc
more or less the same for aesthetic music and slightly less for religious musical preference

maie
male predictive model

maie respondents
to predict the musical preferences of the male

using

the same analytical strategy as before 1I
selected out the men and derived a model

of fully significant effects although as
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valid n577
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goodness of fit934
adjusted goodness of fit913
moan square residual 053
.053
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root mean
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theoretical paths the theoretical paths also function at about the same level as they do in
public and private religiositys predictive relationship to religious music remains
the other models publicand
.523
523 when controlled for the presence of spiritual
more or less constant with the other models at 523

experience and the suppressor effect

the coefficient for spiritual experience with religious music

.504
504 than in any other version consequently for male
however becomes noticeably larger at 504

respondents spiritual experience becomes a predictor of religious music seemingly nearly as strong
as religiosity even after controlling for public and private religious behavior

for male respondents

.444
musical involvement remains an important predictor of aesthetic musical preference at 444
444 after

controlling for spiritual concerns spiritual concerns as in the other models also predict a degree of
.236 after controlling the relationship for the influence of
objectionable
ectionable
actionable music at 236
236
distaste for ob

spiritual experience

parenthetically it is intriguing that spiritual experience is so important for male musical
preference of these respondents predicting both religious and objectionable musical preferences

given that spiritual experience is popularly regarded as a largely intuitive element and lehman
1993 found intuitive vs rational modes of thinking significant as a male
female difference
malefemale

although the difference was not large this might have emerged as a particularly strong effect in the
female model rather than the male it is also intriguing that musical involvement rises in strength

somewhat as compared to the female model but these matters shall be dealt with subsequently

comparing the male model to its female counterpart we note a couple of interesting
differences differences which actually prove to be more akin to similarities than at first glance
differencesdifferences

unlike females LDS male respondents have no connection between religiosity and distaste for
objectionable music and neither is there any connection between spiritual experience and aesthetic
music however two other paths particular to the male model emerge to take their places although

predictsis a distaste for objectionable
neither is particularly strong for males spiritual experience predict
music

225
.225
225

while spiritual concerns slightly predicts preference for aesthetic music 218.218
218

obyectionable music for males spiritual experience appears
objectionable
spiritual experience and objectionablef
to fill the same role that public and private religiosity does for females in predicting distaste for
.225
225 it is significant and
objectionable music although this path is not exceptionally strong at 225

unique to the male model and when controlled for spiritual concerns still explains a fair amount of
43

variance

zero order correlation
the corresponding zeroorder

.389
however is moderately strong at 389
389

so for

males or at least young adult mormon males public and private religious behavior may not directly
relate to objectionable music
ml usic but spiritual experience does

data suggest that men
the diata

in contrast

to women at least at this stage of life development seem to see little incongruity between religious
behavior and objectionable musical preference however males see a preference for such music as
to some degree incompatible with religious experience
comment

this attitude may be typified by the packer

such music hard rock has little virtue and is repellent to the spirit of god

1974

thus in the male view one might listen to this music and go to church for instance but one has
difficulty enjoying this music and also feeling the spirit

as expressed in latterday
latter day saint parlance

furthermore considering religious experience as a dimension of religiosity we can conclude that for
females distaste for objectionable music is directly linked to religious behavior while the same

relationship is indirect for males mediated by religious experience

spiritual concerns and aesthetic music interestingly for mormon young adult males
spiritual concerns predicts preference for aesthetic music as well as distaste for objectionable
music

.218
218 after controlling for musical
this path is not extremely strong with a coefficient of 218

.363
involvement the zeroorder
363 nevertheless it indicates that
zero order correlation was moderately strong at363
at 363

spiritual concerns about music tend to
to some degree males who subscribe to mormon
specific spiritualcidncems
mormonspecific

prefer aesthetic music as well however it appears that this relationship is also similar to its female
counterpart spiritual experience with aesthetic music adding little explanation in this case actually
subtracting a minuscule amount while allowing another variable to explain some of the shared
.308
.316
308
W
variance As in the female case the ra
316 for the theoretical model and308
and 308
r2 statistics are similar 316

for the male model it seems likely that as for females spiritual concerns plays a minor role in
aesthetic musical preference for men but the shared variance between musical involvement and

spiritual concerns causes the explanation to split between the two predictors rather than explaining
additional variance

explanatory statistics the change in the model fit statistics between that of the theoretical
and female models and that of the male model particularly the root mean squared residual indicate

that additional explanatory factors for males would probably resolve more of the unexplained
sphere phenomena would
variance in the model it is my hunch that variables dealing with public
publicsphere
help explain a great deal more of the sum total of unexplained variance particularly in the male

44

model than in these models as presently designed one exception to this however is the male ra
W
r2

ra
.715 the highest R
715
r2 value of all models
value for religious musical preference 715

this indicates that

the model has managed to successfully predict a great deal of mormon male religious musical
preference in terms of public and private religious behavior and of spiritual experience with the
religious music of mormon culture

W
.308
308 is slightly less than that of the other models
r2 of 308
urnmg to aesthetic music the ra
turning
although it would not seem that the difference is substantial

the model is about as successful as are

the other two at predicting preference for aesthetic music which occurs chiefly through musical
involvement and partially through spiritual concerns however the model has explained a mere

W
r2 of 178
pittance
an ra
of the variation on preference for objectionable music it appears that males
pittancean
178of
develop a distaste for objectionable music because they find religious experience to some degree

incompatible with preference for it and also because they wish to avoid an entity perceived as
spiritually detrimental but this ultimately yields precious little explanation regarding male
preference or distaste for objectionable music consequently although the male model does provide
a great deal of useful information and is quite close to adequacy it is also abundantly clear that were

some additional explanatory material furnished much more could be explained regarding males and
musical preference

composite predictive model we can now construct a model including all relevant paths
that reflects the musical preference tendencies of the sample as a whole following the same strategy
path model by excluding statistically insignificant paths checking changes
allpath
of trimming the all
chi square score we arrive at the result illustrated on the next page
against the chisquare

.528 remains more or less constant as a strong predictor of
528
at 528
theoretical paths religiosity at528

preference for religious music whether or not we isolate females or males and whether or not we add

other predictive paths to the overall design

the consistently strong link between public and private

religious behavior and preference for religious music relatively constant between genders indicates

that preference for religious music is part of the religious behavior of our respondents spiritual
experience also demonstrates its importance as a significant predictor of religious music with a
.421
public private religiosity religious
421 after controlling for publicprilvate
publicprivate
moderately strong coefficient of 421

experience is clearly an important component of religious music for our respondents a point made by
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model but which has been
the theoretical modet

somewhat accentuated thanks to the
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an indirectly religious entity for our

respondents perhaps belonging more to mormon culture than to latterday
latter day saint doctrine
concerns
meanwhile spiritual con
celms predicts a distaste for music seen as objectionable for our

respondents

the coefficient of

36
.36
36

is moderately strong certainly indicative

of an important

male and female respondents alike after controlling for religious
relationship which is constant for maie

behaviors prediction of distaste for objectionable music
ror
gender
for
whoie religiosity predicts distaste mor
also note that ror
sample as a whole
for the sampie
paths we aiso
genderpaths
.204
for spiritual
204 once the relationship is controlled ror
objectionable music with a coefficient of 204

concerns the relationship retained this much predictive effect although this path was originally
predicted by theory it was discovered that it was only valid in terms of musical preference for the
female respondents

for females then preference for objectionable music is antithetical to

males spiritual experience to
religious behavior unfortunately the corresponding path for maies

ror
ectionabl6 music does not show up in the overall model but as we have noted male distaste for
ob
objectionable
morc in concerns about religious experience than in religious
ob
objectionable
ectionable
actionable music is rooted more
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behavior consequently both males and females share aversions for objectionable music for reasons
related to religiosity however the actual dimension of religiosity that precludes preference for
diffi
differs
objectionable music biffi
rs by gender

it is intriguing parenthetically that the female effects show up in the composite model for
the entire sample but that the male effects do not

explanatlon for this effect that 1I know of
esplan
the best explanation

albeit presumably only parr
pant
part
padr of the reason is the fact that many more females than males 219 to be

exact are represented in the sample a spread of 58 to 42 percent however other statisticians 1I
have consulted with find it hard to believe that the disproportionality of this sample is large enough

to be the only reason for this effect 1I also suspected at first that the model measurements were
chi squaretests
square tests mentioned earlier showed
particularly hospitable to the female respondents but the chisquare

that the measurements did not differ significantly for men and women therefore 1I cannot explain
exactly why the female effects endure and the male effects do not except in terms of comparative
sample sizes which seems to be only part of the explanation

like the relationship between religiosity and objectionable music the female relationship
between spiritual experience and aesthetic music emerges in the overall model with a moderately
.353
involvernent
substantial coefficient of 353
353 after controlling for musical involvement

for female respondents

ideal
musical involvement and spiritual experience appear to have a great deal
deai of common variance and

consequently part of musical involvements explanation of the variance in female aesthetic musical
preference becomes diverted into spiritual experience

for males although the path does not show

here it appears that musical involvement has a fair amount of common variance with spiritual
concerns although musical involvement is allowed to explain more of the aesthetic preference in the
link between
male model than it is in the female again we see that although there is no direct linkbetween

public private religiosity a dimension of religiosity mediates preference for
aesthetic music and publicprivate
aesthetic music for each gender spiritual experience for women and spiritual concerns for men

non relationships in some respects what the model does not explain is almost as
interesting as what it does recall that in chapter 3 there were 13 genres specified as previously
indicated the model successfully predicts preference for seven clearly other factors missing from

the model account for preference for such genres as soft rock general popular music country music
reggan rhythm
latino and reggae

and blues and new age
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this shows that the identified factors associated

with the mormon worldview
world view of music as expressed by our respondents while applicable to some
genres are simply irrelevant when predicting preference for others
enjoy garth brooks celine dion narada or jimmy

me
the respondents

may or may not

cliff without regard to their specifically

religious concerns preference for these unpredicted musical genres are apparently outcomes of other

factors operating in the lives of the sample respondents rather than referent of a deeper mormon
worldview
view
cultural world

three other relationships also fail to emerge in not only the overall predictive model but in
any model whatsoever

first no relationship exists between religiosity and preference for aesthetic

music this is a fully indirect relationship fully mediated by musical involvement although our

respondents certainly value classical music this appreciation is culturally rather than doctrinally
founded there is to be sure a doctrinal rationale for enjoyment of aesthetically pleasing music
and were we to survey young adults in
however classical music is a culturally defined medium mid

respondents9 love
japan or india for example our results would presumably be quite different our respondents
9

religiosityat at least public and private dimensions
of classical music cannot be directly attributed to religiosity

have through social action
defined classical and ironically jazz music as
but to the fact that they havethrough
actiondefined
something that can be beautiful desirable and wholesome

second there is no relationship whatever between musical involvement and distaste for
objectionable music the relationship is mediated through spiritual concerns

this would appear to

call into question the popular wisdom found in some circles that young people like our respondents
mid barbarous beat of hard rock
wid
because they
enjoy the simple structure and
rockbecause
11987 68
72 for instance
truly good music bloom 1987
6872

dont know anything about

leaving aside the twin issues of elitism and

absurdity inherent in the notion that good music is necessarily complex bradshaw undated 3344
we turn to music researcher vladimir J konecni for at least one reason why this relationship fails

konecni finds that people tend to choose music according to their mood 1982 502
50233
angry or upset subjects generally selected relatively simple melodies

inhisstudy
in his study

on the other hand confirming

a previously established baseline pattern subjects in a comparatively stable state of mind opted for

complex as well as simple melodies consequently despite the fact that a musically informed

respondent might know a given type of music such as hard rock is simple shallow or written for the

or general affective statemay
state may be a much more important factor in
market the respondents mood
moodor
his or her musical preference
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third no predictive path exists between spiritual concerns

and preference for religious

music an indirect relationship mediated through religiosity andor sispiritual
P iritual experience

the

relationship between spiritual concerns and religious music does not emerge because religiosity and
zero order
religious experience sufficiently explain all of the pertinent variance note from the zeroorder
.5
5 32 to 597
..597
5 97 indicative of
5597
.532
532
correlations that in all versions of the models the associations range from 532

a very strong relationship however as computed in the LISREL model the relationship is always

completely explained in terms of the behavioral and experiential dimensions of religiosity
for males albeit a tenuous path
interestingly during initial analyses this path did in fact emerge mor
lived supposition
shortlived
with a barely significant t value and rather small coefficient leading to the short

that spiritual concerns played a role or at least was an important consideration in all male musical
particular effect
or perhaps that males listened to music for a particulareffect
sor

preferencesor
preferences
preference

however this path

cements in the data were made
ements
disappeared once some refm
refinements

relationships between musical preferences A certain amount of unexplained variance
exists between religious music and the other two preference groups as previously discussed there is
no third correlation between objectionable and aesthetic

these correlations are quite small

.128 while religious aesthetic is 1I112
12
128
but nonetheless significant
objectionable is 128
religiousobjectionable
religious
12but

this

indicates that after the model has explained all the variance pertinent to the predictor variables or

there still remains
perhaps more simply after the model has controlled for all the predictor variables
variablesthere
a degree

of associated unexplained variance between these musical

musical predictors are taken into
preferences after the mormon
mormonmusical
account something about religious music is still associated with

objectionable music and something about religious music is still
associated with aesthetic music

from this data one might imagine the overall view of mormon
three pronged pitchfork
musical preference as a threepronged

the middle tine

represents religious music with the LDS hymns at the point where all
three tines meet and which links to the handle mormon pop while still
religious but not nearly as central to mormon religious concerns is on

the point of the middle tine

to the right is the aesthetic tine

and joined to jazz near the end
classical near the bottom andjoined
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with

on the left is
ontheleftis

ILL
iel USTRA TION 9
lel

MORMON
MUSICAL

preference

the objectionable tine with hard rock near the bottom and alternative and rap music near the point

although the precise specifications cannot be currently determined the image is an interesting one
arc
are more or less distinct entities to
after all else is explained aesthetic music and objectionable music axe
linked
only in connection with religious music
these respondents linkedonly
linkedOnly

explanatory statistics last of all the squared multiple correlations equivalent to the
R
regression ra
r2 coefficient indicate what the model has explained regarding musical preference

the

predictive model accounts for a great deal of the variance in the respondents religious musical
608
preferences 608.608

As we have seen a great deal of religious music preference is explained by the

dual variables religiosity and spiritual experience both of which are fairly strong predictors although

to a small degree influenced by the suppressor effect the model manages to explain a great deal of
religious musical preference in terms of religious behavior and of religious experience

we have also explained a reasonable amount of the respondents preference for aesthetic
.319 given the fact that this preference is directly influenced by more musical concerns and
music 319319

more or less indirectly influenced by overtly religious factors musical involvement does most of the

predicting although spiritual experience for female respondents and spiritual concerns for males

ra
r2 value finally we
furnish additional avenues for explanation although not adding much to the W
26 given that
have explained relatively little about preference for objectionable types of music 26 .26
overtly religious variables do impact the prediction of distaste for this music spiritual concern is the

chief predictor of this preference although religious behavior for women and spiritual experience for
men play roles in the prediction unfortunately a lot more is explained for the female respondents

than for the males in this area
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5

conclusions theoretical implications

AND QUESTIONS

in this chapter 1I draw theoretical inferences from the results of my study in chapter 4411
have largely examined the proverbial what of my findings discussing the direct implications of the

ghys
data in this chapter 1I touch upon what 1I perceive as the whys

the indirect implications of the data

As suck
such they are both more interesting at least presumably but also somewhat more speculative

than my discussion of the empirical data these conclusions are my attempts to explain the findings
in light of my theory although with the caveat that the theoretical conclusions are implied rather than

specified by the results of my study

summary of empirical findings in the sample of young adult latterday
latter day saints 1I have
found that public and private religious behavior strongly predicts preference for religious music of
the mormon culture spiritual experience with music also predicts religious musical preference

musical involvement predicts preference for aesthetic genres of music spiritual concerns with music
predicts a distaste for objectionable music within the sample forwoden
forwomen
for women respondents public and
ectionable
actionable music and spiritual experience plays a
objectionable
private religiosity also predicts a distaste for ob

predictive role in preference for aesthetic music for males similar relationships hold although
predicted by different dimensions spiritual experience predicts a distaste for objectionable music
while spiritual concerns plays a role in aesthetic musical preference A suppressor effect was found

for the female male and overall versions of the model in the path between musical involvement and
preference for religious music

no relationships emerge between religiosity and aesthetic music

musical involvement and objectionable music and spiritual concerns and religious music

theoretical implications below 1I will discuss what the sample results imply in terms of
the theory outlined in chapter 2

religiosity and religious musical preference

an implication of this relationship is that

LDS religious music plays an important role in the religious behavior of the mormon culture
14 269 music
recalling the statements of the ethnomusicologists radocy and boyle 1988 11
1114269

institutions and religious ritual cues ritualistic
religiousinstitutions
validates social and by extension religious
reverence ecstasy and instructs the group in
behavior in religious services establishes a mood of reverenceecstasy
cultural beliefs and values these musical roles can be observed directly in the use of prelude
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music

to establish a mood of reverence and to reinforce reverence as a social norm the singing of

hymns to commence and conclude the meeting as well as to prepare for the
dle administration of the
die
bueing ritual and the didactic nature of the hymns themselves instructing the
sacrament cueing

congregation in group belief

15 that the
A larger implication of this path arises from griswolds discussion 1994 12
1215

mid
and
cultural object is interconnected with its social context its creator wid
ald its audience

into account the interconnection between audience object and social context

we have taken

the audience in

day saintyoung
question latter
young
saint
latterday
Saintsoung
tyoung adults has reported their attitudes regarding religious music of the

mormon culture although by no means a test of
ofgriswokts
diagram
griswolds dia
dla
graim this path between religiosity
and religious music most closely corresponds with the connection in griswolds illustration between

object and audience the theory presumes that the relationship between the object and the audience
reflects the social context as shown by collective meaning of mormon musical culture so if music
such as LDS hymns encapsulates and transmits meaning to latterday
latter day saints it would only be

natural to find a strong link between involvement in the groupculture
group culture and preference for its music

consequently the discovery of this strong link provides evidence that music reflects and
communicates meaning although by no means constituting proof of its veracity

spiritual experience and religious music this relationship implies that religious music is
strongly associated with religious experience unfortunately design constraints and parsimony
allowed examination of only oneway
one way directionality properly expressed however this path is bidirectional meaning that preference for religious music should also predict spiritual experience
given the apparent social fact that music functions or can function as
its
tis a structured pathway to
religious experience As noted in chapter 2 maslow states that religious experience vitalizes
religion and gives it strength 1964 20

this idea suggests that music is a key component of the

vitality ofmormonism
of
mormonism due to its role as a structured pathway of religious experience in any case
this path implies that the mormon cultural belief that music can produce religious experience is
anything but an esoteric concept irrelevant to academic study instead it confirms the supposition

that religious experience is an important part of music in mormon culture yet as

odea points out

such attempts to establish structured pathways to religious experience can be counterproductive as
fid
successful
well as success

1961 277
79
27779

in essence a structured pathway to religious experience can be

considered a cultural object intended to reference an even deeper context of meaning
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latter day saints
for example joseph smiths first prayer hymns 26 is not what latterday
refer to as the first vision but merely an account ofmormonisms seminal event that
reverently rerer
intends to en
encapture
enrapture
tempie
capture what it can of its meaning likewise the hymn sung at the kirtland temple

dedication

firc is burning97
Burning hymns
the spirit of god like a fire
97

2 has been sung at every subsequent

roic being in part as a potential structured pathway to religious
roie
tempie dedication ceremony its role
temple
expedience
experience for those who participate according to

odeas symbolic dilemma

then it can be

expected that some music of the mormon culture functions much better as a structured pathway to
nameiy the hymns and mormon pop although both
religious experience than do other selections namely
genres can produce spiritual experience weight 1996 hicks 1989

40202

de azevedo 1982 23

whoie
slaughter 1964 37 the results suggest and further analysis evidences that the hymns as a whole
simpie set of correlations between LDS
are better structured pathways to religious experience A simple
hymns mormon pop and frequency of spiritual experience with music shows that while both genres

p001

arc
are positively associated with spiritual experience pooi

the correlation coefficient for the

.425
.224
425 while that for mormon pop is 224
224 demonstrating that the hymns are more
hymns is 425
morc strongly

associated with spiritual experience than is mormon pop

musical involvement and aesthetic music As seen in chapter 2 ever since the early years
ofmormonism
of
Mormonism development of ones talents including musical skills for those who demonstrated
such abilities has been an important aspect of mormon culture this importance appears to be

reflected by the study results however valuable as it might be to find beauty mormons do not
pursue it merely as beauty for beautys sake

rather as mentioned before the goal is ennoblement

ilfe a latuer
day
and enlightenment through discovering beauty and incorporating it into ones life
lauter
latterday
latter

saint becomes a better person or at least this is the intent interestingly some classical artists
nobie entertainment
for the noble
echoed this sentiment for example handel upon being complemented ror
1
I should be sorry if 1I only entertained them dimsh
replied
messiah
of the
imsh to make them better

ballantine 1984 13 emphasis in original

mormons seek after beauty for the same reason

influenced
aiso be explained by how music is taught in european
europeaninfluenced
this relationship can also
cultures when one becomes musically educated and develops musical skills particularly in a
collegiate setting one both leams about classical music and from classical music or more recently
weil
weli
jazz and other genres as well

ali
all the way to the
this notion in mormon culture can be traced back ail

kirtland singing school but is perhaps best exemplified by two 1860s immigrant professors
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englishmen john tullidge a particular devotee of haydn mozart and beethoven
and george
beethovenand
andd subsequently called to utah to teach
careless trained in londons royal academy of music an
music to the latterday
9899
latter day saints hicks 1989 98

both professors incorporated the idea that one

learns
leams best from the masters in their teaching of music it is true that classical music and more

aestheticizedjazz
jazz are generally not perceived by most latterday
recently aestheticized
latter day saints as songs of the
righteous per se although some pieces of classical music approach such status some of the works

of bach palestrina and handel for instance are particular favorites of at least some church
near religious works greene 1996 1994 wolford 1995 252
musicians as explicitly religious or nearreligious
generally speaking however most aesthetically pleasing music is apparently viewed in mormon
culture as possessing the capacity to enlighten and ennoble the human spirit as excellent ways to
develop

quote the articles of faith phrase as something which is
requote
ones talents and finally to re

lovely or of good report or praiseworthy

P

objectionable music these concerns
concems
spiritual concerns and objectionablef
concemi have long been a part of
have been most recently articulated by packer and echoed by
view but havebeen
worldview
the mormon musical world

other LDS leaders as applicable to the music of the modem era sociologist amy binder points out
that arguments against objectionable music have a better chance of success if they draw on
some conscious or subconscious unified or disorganized belief held at the culture at large

1993

As explained hard rock has been stigmatized in mormon culture as an objectionable genre of

music and the related idea of avoiding any music featuring excessively violent or obscene lyrics has
also become entrenched in mormon culture in part many mainstream mormons interpret the
indicatoras as well as a
prevalence of hard rock and other objectionable types of music as an indicator

facilitator of satans power in the world
facilitatorof

de azevedo 1982 christianson 1984 packer 1974

although some of the rhetoric in mormon culture regarding objectionable musicand
music and 1I have
it is admittedly exaggerated occasionally approaching nearparanoid
examined only a small part of itis
near paranoid
levels in its attempt to show what that music is doing to us

reason for the hyperbole

the theory in this thesis illuminates a

meaning thesis
to refer back to the collective meaningthesis

one can see precisely why

religions such as the LDS church feel threatened by objectionable music the musics collective
meaning appears to constitute an ideology antithetical to religious if not social values

child and adolescent psychiatrist paul king believes objectionable music and the
corresponding ideology some see in it certainly affects at least some individuals
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young people who

are seeking power over others through identification with the power of evil find a close identification

the lyrics become a philosophy of life it

becomes a religion

US senate hearing before the

committee on commerce science and transportation 1985 130 quoted in binder 1993

luka

cs further touches upon this point
philosopher georg lukacs

art music
the work of artmusic

social

by its very

nature offers a truer more complete more vivid and more dynamic reflection of reality than the
es that it conducts him
recipient otherwise posses
possesses

more concrete insight into reality

beyond the bounds of his experiences toward a

quoted in ballantine 1984 25

consequently spiritual concerns

at least to many latterday
latter day saints imply a stand against such an alternative religion or ideology
corruptive and its perceived subversive influence on religion and
one perceived as spiritually corruptiveand

the corruption is
generally perceived in lyrics that contradict traditional religious and social values ie murder
society reflected in the music that has become strongly associated with it

rape

vio
violence
lencel obscenity illicit drug use satanism and so forth although some critics see a threat in the
1974
actual musical form itself christianson 1984 packer 1976
19761974

however as stated previously it seems logical to conclude that objectionable music
listeners are rational actors with individual interpretive schemas who can reject or accept the musics
collective meaning and it does appear that most listeners do reject the meaning inherent in
objectionable music at least at first

on the other hand it is also conceivable

in light of the theory

previously established that as the collective meaning of such music is continually expressed it may
gain increasing acceptance among listeners who come to see this music as ideology rather than
entertainment and incorporate it into their interpretive schemas

to the extent that

objectionable

musics collective meaning becomes ideology and resonates with individual interpretive schemas it
and presumably
is therefore quite understandable that organized religion and society would
wouldand
reel threatened by it
should feel
shouldfeel

females religiosity and objectionable music themes such as violence unrestricted
sexual gratification drugs satan worship and the like can frequently be heard in music of these
genres although men and women both share the concerns that such music can be detrimental to
the sample results women may be more likely to see such music as having
spirituality as reflected in iffie
actual social consequences than are men
hence the incongruity of objectionable music and
menhence
religious behavior for women although not necessarily for men

to extrapolate from amy binders

protest defense arguments involving questionable hard rock and rap lyrics 1993
content analysis of protestdefense
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critics protested that the lyrics had real consequences while apologists claimed it was merely

entertainment or artistic commentary
between women and men 1993

teleologyontology
ontology difference
this corresponds to lehmans
lehmans teleology

women tend to be concerned about an entitys overall purpose

while men are preoccupied with the nature of its being furthermore some objectionable music is

characterized by imagery which is not only highly revolting and exploitative but ultimately
misogynistic male tyranny justification of abuse of women portrayal of women as sexual
object stoys violent sexual practices and rape and so forth the rap of 2 live crew has been widely
objectstoys
cited in the national media as one of the worst offenders of this kind binder 1993

accordingly

dis
objectionable music empowers masculinity while disempowering
empowering femininity and so women are

more directly threatened than men by the social implications of this music

males spiritual experience and objectionable music men in mormon culture at least
those at the young adult stage of life development apparently do not see musical preferences as an
extension of religious behavior however as demonstrated in the study they do see preference for
ac
4c

objectionable music as to some degree incompatible with religious experience and therefore

distaste for such music for men is merely predicted by a different dimension of religiosity

the

strong presence of spiritual experience for men also shows that religious experience plays an
important role in preference for religious music for LDS men it seems quite possible that many men
dmd
fmd that they feel the

spirit when they listen to religious music and that they dont feel the spirit

when they listen to objectionable music so for men the absence of the spirit rather than the

perception that liking this music is just not what a religious person does seems to preclude
preference for this music it is possible of course that as men grow older they do indeed come to
44

see objectionable music as antithetical to religious behavior cornwall suggests that as religious

females and males achieve developmental tasks over the life course they grow more similar than
hovever this is an issue for other studies to consider not at all evidenced here
different 1989 122 however

an important point must be noted in connection with this relationship

religious men are

encouraged to develop qualities perceived in american culture as feminine such as caring for others

contextuality
avoidance of personal power con
textuality

spirit of the law over the letter intuitive and holistic

day saints
thinking and exploring ones
latterday
ories emotions and spirituality in fact jesus christ who latter
believe they must emulate practiced and taught principles attributes and behaviors traditionally

regarded as feminine

including those named above
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see also02
also
aiso Ozior
ozioraks
oraks
araks
aks 1996 discussion of the

and RD smiths 1990 observation that religious men in his study tended to
femininity of religion andrd
anard

non religious men
measure more psychologically feminine than nonreligious
are expected to exist and succeed in the public spheres

yet men also leam
learn
icam that

1I

they

of both religious and mundane worlds and 2

an excessively feminine male is unacceptable in either public sphere

the resulting confusion

appears to be particularly acute for some adolescent and young adult religious males who take
measures to reaffirm their masculine identity one form of which can be listening to objectionable
males
maies learn to disassociate preference for such music with
music malesparticularly
maies particularly young adult maleslearn
males
religious behavior whether or not they actually like the music itself religious experience is as
evidenced in the study an entirely different matter

females spiritual experience and aesthetic music it is perhaps not hard for both genders
to see and appreciate the overt religious nature of some of the works of bach handel and

mendelssohn among many others what this relationship suggests albeit somewhat remotely is
that women may appreciate the inspiration and perceive the spiritual element in all music considered
pleasant and uplifting much better than do men and that for women musical involvement is
interrelated with spiritual experience interestingly hicks notes that the singing in tongues
phenomena in the early history of the church occurred principally among women 1989 37

the

ultimate question of whether or not musical involvement is more closely related to spiritual
experience for women than it is for men cannot be determined by this study however in fact the

importance of spiritual experience in male musical preference detected in this same study implies
contradictory evidence for this supposition further work needs to be done in this area before even
educated speculation can be advanced

males spiritual concerns and aesthetic music this relationship is the male counterpart to
the female relationship between spiritual experience and aesthetic music apparently where aesthetic
musical preference for women can be expressed partly in terms of spiritual experience as well as
musical involvement for men it is expressed partially in terms of spiritual concerns rather than
experience although as in the previous case the deeper meaning of this relationship is problematic

it is possible in light of the other results that men enjoy this music because they believe it has a
beneficial spiritual effect to some degree and that musical involvement is interrelated with spiritual
concerns

ie

as religious men become more musically involved they tend to prefer music with a

positive influence on their spirituality

however as in the case of the corresponding female
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relationship even an educated guess at the deeper meaning of this relationship will need the
corroboration of further research

questions for further research notwithstanding the valuable information that this study
has managed to uncover however 1I cannot help but ponder what might have been with some
additional information one of the most unfortunate shortcomings of this data set is the lack of
formative demographic information for the respondents which would have functioned perfectly for
the exogenous predictor variables that would have been particularly useful for the male model such
variables as rur
socio economic status exposure to other cultural
ruralurban
alurban upbringing familial socioeconomic
groups and parental religiosity would have been invaluable but information regarding these possible
measures was either insufficient or absent

economic
socioeconomic
for example information regarding the socio

nino
arents was collected at the begin
nina of this study for some of the
beginning
status of the respondents parents
9

respondent families but does not exist for all of them

nor was it practical to manufacture

such variables doing so was suggested to me in the case

1I would have considered as an
upbringing
which
construction
this
variable
but
ruralurban
variablewhich
of rur
of
alurban

interval
ratio measurewould
measure would have required that 1I take case histories on each respondent such an
intervalratio

effort would have been a project better suited for a research team with ample time and resources

therefore in the interest of time and parsimoniousness 1I elected not to attempt to construct such
exogenous predictor variables but to suggest that future research take them into account

perhaps the most intriguing question suggested by this stud
study
Y however is the question of
musical effect in conjunction with actual musical listening habits

the simple musical preferences

outlined in this study do not necessarily reflect the actual amount of time a respondent spends
actually listening to a particular genre of music even more importantly a consideration of actual
musical listening habits would allow discussion of causality rather than simple prediction both one

two way effectsciduld
effects could be examined and the researcher could make much stronger assertions
way and twoway
about the actual effect of music on the respondents than 1I have even begun to approach in this
analysis including the role of music as a structured pathway to religious experience

the field of

music therapy has continually become more and more open to the concept of musical effect and as

modem medicine becomes more open to the idea the academic climate has slowly become more
hospitable to it as well
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another interesting question would be an examination of musical preference in other
religious contexts although mormonism is particularly suited to such a study given its particular

preoccupation with music and the general pursuit of the praiseworthy other religions are just as
musically inclined and would view music in both similar and different ways
music as a structured pathway to religious experience

will religiosity continue to be an important

predictor of religious musical preference in other religious contexts
music important in other religious groups
constitutes aesthetic music
elsewhere

do other religions view

are spiritual concerns with

how do other religious cultures view and define what

Is there any connection between aesthetic preference and religiosity

such studies would help understand even more about musics relationship to religion

aiso
also relate music to other social and cultural contexts as well given the
similar studies could alsorelate
relevance of music to everyday life opportunities for such studies would be limitless

an especially interesting possibility for mormon scholars would be the relationship of
mormon pop to the christian rock movement it is somewhat unfortunate that this element was not
listed among the musical preferences given on the other hand one wonders
venders just how familiar young

latterday
latter day saint adults would be with the christian rock genre as a whole given the generally held
cultural belief expressed by packer 1976 that sacred lyrics should never be set to inappropriate art
forms

move mene seems to have helped inspire mormon
movement
other than the possibility that the jesus movemene

bornagain
pop hicks 1989 202 the fact that the pop religious music of
born again christian singer amy
orbom
ofbom

grant appeared to be making inroads into mormon musical culture in the late gos
80s and mormon pop
artist michael mclean has recently expressed interest in collaborating with christian pop musicians
there has otherwise been little intersection between the two genres further research could compare
and contrast christian rock and mormon pop music and attitudes towards these genres within the

cultures from which they arose

in conclusion music is an important but relatively unnoticed component of everyday life
enjoy
nevertheless as evidenced by this study it certainly plays a role in the lives of those who en
i oy it
particularly in a religious context however such an entity with the potential to encapsulate and

transmit meaning is surely significant in everyday life whether within or without a religious context

music is therefore an important social entity one which is certainly deserving of much more social
research and examination
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A mormon cultural study of musical preference

alden L weight
department of sociology
MS degree august 1997

ABSTRACT
examine general theories of music and culture as well as the mormon worldview
world view of music 1I then
identify four relevant variables that should predict a preference for certain types of music within
mormon culture religiosity spiritual experience musical involvement and spiritual concerns in a
mormons
sample of young adult cormons
Mormons 1I hypothesize that religiosity will predict preference for religious
and distaste for objectionable music that spiritual experience will predict preference for religious
music that musical involvement will predict preference for aesthetic music and that spiritual
concerns will predict distaste for objectionable music all these hypotheses test statistically
significant although in examining the results by gender 1I find that religiosity only predicts distaste
for objectionable music for females 1I next test to see if my theory has predicted every possible
relationship in the model and find that it does not for women spiritual experience also predicts
aesthetic preference while for men spiritual experience predicts distaste for ob
objectionable
ectionable
actionable music
and spiritual concerns predicts preference for aesthetic music however although the nontheoretical
non theoretical
paths differ by gender the differences are by no means large 1I then construct predictive models for
females males and the entire sample and conclude by relating my empirical findings to my
theoretical perspective
1I
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